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Chapter 1: Introduction

CA Workload Automation AE Messages

This guide explains the messages that you see while working with CA Workload Automation AE. Each message is explained giving the exact message string, the reason, and the suggested solution.

You see the following three types of messages while working with CA Workload Automation AE:

- Information messages that display information and call for no action.
- Warning messages that warn you of a potential error and may require you to take some action.
- Error messages that tell you what went wrong and what you need to do to resolve it.

Note: If CA Workload Automation AE cannot locate the catalog files containing the messages, it issues a non-cataloged, generic error.

The following sections explain the three types of cataloged messages and the non-cataloged, generic error.
Generic Error: Resource Bundle Is Not Available

Resource bundle is not available while looking for key="catalog_value"

Reason:

All messages are compiled into the CA Workload Automation AE message catalog files. The message catalog files are located in the $AUTOSYS/messages (on UNIX) or %AUTOSYS%\messages (on Windows) directory. If you run the CA Workload Automation AE product or SDK application without sourcing the environment with the required variables, CA Workload Automation AE cannot locate the message catalog files.

The "Resource bundle is not available" message is a generic error that can occur for the following reasons:

- You have not set the AUTOSYS environment variable before running CA Workload Automation AE.
- The message catalog files are missing from the $AUTOSYS/messages (on UNIX) or %AUTOSYS%\messages (on Windows) directory. Missing catalog files indicate an issue with the installation.
- You applied new patched binaries containing new cataloged messages, but you have not patched the message catalog files. Therefore, the new cataloged messages are not in the catalog files.

Action:

Perform the appropriate action:

- Set the AUTOSYS environment variable using the shell script (on UNIX) or by executing commands from the instance command prompt (on Windows).
- Reinstall the product or SDK runtime environment.
- Patch the message catalog files in addition to the binaries.
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You may encounter the following information messages while working with CA Workload Automation AE. Information messages display information and usually do not require you to take any action.

**CAUJM_I_00004**

New listener started on port \( \{0, \text{number,1}\} \). Proceeding...

Reason:
New listener started on the specified port. Proceeding...

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_I_00117**

Service Desk request pending  JOB: \{0\}

Reason:
The product is currently in the process of creating a Service Desk request.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_00119**

Service Desk request successful  REQUEST: \{0\}  REQUEST HANDLE: \{1\}  JOB: \{2\}

Reason:
The product has successfully opened the Service Desk request.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_00120**

Notification Services request pending  JOB: {0}

**Reason:**
The product is currently in the process of sending a Notification Services request.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_00122**

Notification Services request successful  JOB: {0}

**Reason:**
The product has successfully sent the Notification Services request.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_00128**

Notification Services TRACKING ID: {0}  JOB: {1}

**Reason:**
Unicenter Notification Services tracking identifier.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_00140**

High availability system status has returned to normal. Continuing as shadow in high availability mode.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
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CAUAJM_I_00145

System is in the failover state due to manual {0} event.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00146

The {0} application servers were notified to shut down due to manual {1} event.

Reason:
The application servers were notified to shut down due to manual STOP_DEMON event.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00149

The shadow has been shutdown. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action necessary.

CAUAJM_I_00150

The tie-breaker has been shutdown. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action necessary.
**CAUAJM_I_00151**

The system is running in high availability mode.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action necessary.

**CAUAJM_I_00152**

The primary has been shutdown. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_00155**

The {0} primary scheduler has resumed updating its status.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_I_00156**

System is in the failback state due to manual {0} event.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_00157

The \{0\} shadow scheduler has resumed updating its status.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_00158

The \{0\} tie-breaker scheduler has resumed updating its status.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_00162

Service Desk request pending.

Reason:
The product is currently in the process of creating a Service Desk request.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_00164

Service Desk request successful  REQUEST: \{0\}  REQUEST HANDLE: \{1\}

Reason:
The product has successfully opened the Service Desk request.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_00183

Database indicates remote notification to shut down. The shadow must shut down.

Reason:
Database indicates remote notification to shut down. The shadow must shut down.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00184

Database indicates remote notification to shutdown. The tie-breaker must shutdown.

Reason:
Database indicates remote notification to shutdown. The tie-breaker must shutdown.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00186

Database indicates remote notification to shutdown. The application server must shutdown.

Reason:
Database indicates remote notification to shutdown. The application server must shutdown.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00197

Database indicates remote notification to fail back. The shadow scheduler must restart.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_00201

High availability status <Event Server {0}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00202

State

Reason:
Informational only.

Note: A Normal state indicates that the Primary is running and is ready to run jobs. No interruption in service has occurred. A Failed-over state occurs when the Shadow takes over and represents a momentary interruption in services followed by a change in scheduling managers.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00203

Heartbeat({0})

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_00209

High availability system status has returned to failover. Continuing as dormant primary in high availability mode.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00210

Database indicates remote notification to shut down. The primary scheduler must shut down.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_00216

The shadow scheduler has shut down. The primary is taking over.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_10021

Could not find \{0\} variable, trying \{1\}...

Reason:
Could not find HOMEPATH variable.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_I_10022

Unable to obtain resources for {0} variable!

Reason:
Unable to obtain resources for HOMEPATH variable.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_10023

Could not get drive letter for {0} variable!

Reason:
Could not get drive letter for HOMEPATH variable.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_10028

Unable to obtain resources for {0} and drive variable!

Reason:
Unable to obtain resources for HOMEPATH and drive variable.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_10031

Could not find {0} variable, querying system...

Reason:
Could not find HOME variable, querying system.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_I_10040

Rolling over Eoid!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_10043

(0) rstatd is not supported on this platform. Defaulting to vmstat.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_10064

The incoming year was not four digits.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_10065

***Daylight Savings Change. Time moved up to: (0)
CAUAJM_I_10066

Event <{0}> successfully sent to external instance <{1}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10073

AutoSys --> Cross Platform Interface:
machine={0}\tm={1}={2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10074

{0} {1} for {2} is not supported in this version of CA Workload Automation AE.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10082

[{0} connected for {1}]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10103

start_rem:read

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10116

Localhost machine definition has been successfully set to {0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10122

Job "{0}" scheduled: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10142

SUCCESSFUL LOAD of hive {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_10149

Job was to start at: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_10153

Setting environment variable: <{0}={1}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_10154

to run at: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_10165

Previously failed query below succeeded after {0} attempt(s):

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_10168

Received PAUSE request from the Windows Service Control Manager.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10169

Received RESUME request from the Windows Service Control Manager.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10170

Received STOP request from the Windows Service Control Manager.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10173

SERVICE STOPPED BY USER:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10177

Service has detected a change in the {0} environment!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10186

No jobs to archive.

Reason:
No Jobs found.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_I_10188

{0} Scheduler Midnight Log Rollover has occurred

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10189

{0} Scheduler Size Log Rollover has occurred.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10190

{0} Application Server Midnight Log Rollover has occurred.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10191

{0} Application Server Size Log Rollover has occurred.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10196

Job: {0} is using Over-Ride #{1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10197

{0} Aggregate Statistics Midnight Log Rollover has occurred

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_10198

{0} Aggregate Statistics Size Log Rollover has occurred

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_10203

Machine chooser script for JOB: {0} returned MACHINE: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10208

Machine usages obtained for job <{0}>:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10209

Machine <{0}> selected for job <{1}>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10211

Machine \(<0>\) Method \(<\text{job load}>\) Current load \(<1>\) Available usage \(<2>\).

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10214

Machine \(<0>\) Method \(<\text{vmstat}>\) Available usage \(<1>[[2]]=<3>\).

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10215

Method \(<\text{Windows performance counters}>\) Available usage \(<1>[[2]]=<3>\).

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10218

No machines found for virtual machine: \(0\)

Reason:
No machines for Virtual Machine.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_I_10234

Machine <{0}> Method <rstatd> Available usage <{1}*{2}={3}>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10239

Jobs which are dependent on the \nDELETED Job: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10258

Machine <{0}> Method <CPU monitor> Available usage <{1}*{2}={3}>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10268

Jobs which are dependent on the deleted job:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10298

Over-Rides are not in effect for Job: {0}

Reason:
Over-Rides are not in effect for Job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_10326

Machine <{0}> Usage ignored for force starts. Availability <unknown>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10327

Machine <{0}> Usage ignored for force starts. Availability <online>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10348

{0} Job: {1} has no Over-Ride in Effect.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10349

{0} Job: {1} has no OverRide# {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10350

{0} Over-Ride #{1} Set by User: {2} on [{3}]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10351

{0} Over-Ride CURRENTLY IN EFFECT.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10352

{0} Was RUN on run_num={1}, Started on: {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10353

{0} Over-Ride WAS NEVER Used!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10358

Server: {0} is already connected.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10468

Only the {0} {1} superuser can use the {2} utility.

Reason:
The user does not have sufficient privileges to perform this operation.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10474

Resource manager initialization complete.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10475

Resources Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_I_10478

{0} Manager Msg: <{1}>, code: <{2}>

Reason:
Message from DCA Manager

Action:
Check the reason for the message and take the appropriate action.

CAUAJM_I_10485

{0} security session initialized with server <{1}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_10490

No Resource dependencies found for input job <{0}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10492

Machine chooser script <{0}> specified for job <{1}>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10493

{0} security session terminated.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_10534

Attempting to connect to the CA Workload Automation AE Agent Service on port={0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10535

Attempting to connect to '{0}' on port={1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10633

Reconnection attempt for database <{0}> succeeded.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10640

executing cmd->{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10643

Notify done successfully.

Reason:
Could not open Window Station.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_10647

The {0} Primary Scheduler has rolled over to single server mode.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10654

System is running in dual server mode. Event server 1: {0}. Event server 2: {1}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10655

System is running in single server mode. Event server: {0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10659

The Shadow Scheduler has rolled over to single server mode.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10667

Notification completed successfully.

Reason:
Could not open Window Station.

Action:
Required action unknown.
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CAUAJM_I_10686

Switching to a different Application Server. Try contacting the Server again.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10719

AUTOEXTVJ Information:

Reason:
The job failed custom validation.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_10901

The database monitoring system is beginning validation of database connections.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_10902

The database monitoring system has completed validation of database connections.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_10903

The database monitoring system will resume monitoring for database problems.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_18030

Event Server: <{0}>  Completed Stored Procedure: <{1}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_18031

Event Server: <{0}>  Completed Query: <{1}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_18403

Processing OCI function {0}({1})

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_18404**

SQL block being parsed: {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_18415**

RET CODE = {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_18417**

{0} for {1}

**Reason:**
The user’s account is about to expire and the password needs to be changed.

**Action:**
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_I_18608**

{0} - Executed Stored Procedure: <{1}>

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_18609

(0) - Executed Query: <{1}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_18800

Server: (0) is already connected.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_19002

Job: (0) current run is not in a completion status. Releasing previously held resource consumption if any.

Reason:
Unable to release resources because the current job run is in STARTING/RUNNING status. Releasing previously held consumption.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_20092

string { "CAUJM_I_20092 Connected to the {0} Agent: [{1}:{2,number,1}]" }

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_20095

string { "CAUAJM_I_20095 Connected to the {0} Application Server: [{1}:{2,number,1}]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_20197

{0} operational on port {1,number,0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_20215

Email notification sent successfully for job <{0}>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_20216

Email notification pending for job <{0}>.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_20218

Executing Command:{0}, DBMaint {1}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_20219

Maintenance Done SUCCESSFULLY!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_20352

{0} Operational on Port {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_20366

{0}-operational on agent listener port {1,number,0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
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CAUJM_I_20367

(0) operational on auxiliary agent listener port {1,number,0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_30000

CA Workload Automation AE Application Server exiting!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_30001

CA Workload Automation AE Application Server startup complete...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_30004

CA Workload Automation AE Application Server shutdown complete...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_30024

Waiting for Scheduler to notify Rollover.

Reason:
AppServer is waiting for rollover notification from the Scheduler.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_30030

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}][{3}] session established.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_30031

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}][{3}] API ID [{4}] execution started.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_30032

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}][{3}] API ID [{4}] execution completed. Total time: {5} seconds.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAU AJM_I_30033

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}] session ended.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAU AJM_I_30038

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}] authentication request type [{3}] started.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAU AJM_I_30039

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}] authentication request type [{3}] completed. Total time: {4} seconds.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAU AJM_I_40000

JOB: [{0}] Already running or had run - Will not be restarted.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40002

Scheduler running in TEST mode level {0}!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40005

Cross Platform Interface initialization in progress...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40008

Comment ignored for REPLY_RESPONSE event.

Reason:
Comment will not be used for REPLY_RESPONSE.

Action:
Do not specify comment for REPLY_RESPONSE.

CAUAJM_I_40013

Received {0} request from the {1} {2} program - {3}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40014

Unimplemented Event: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40015

Cross Platform Interface is now active

Reason:
The Cross Platform Interface has been initialized successfully.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40022

Ensure the date format is specified as: {0} {1}

Reason:
Informational message indicating the required format.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40024

No statistics found for the specified time range.

Reason:
There is no statistical data available for the specified time period.

Action:
Run aggregation to generate statistics or change the input time ranges and resubmit the request.
CAUAJM_I_40026

Unrecognized sender = {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40027

Request will be ignored....

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40029

Blank Trigger/External Dependency jobname sent from node {0} -- request ignored!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40030

Blank Trigger/External Dependency jobset name sent from node {0} -- request ignored!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_40031

Blank Trigger/External Dependency job number sent from node {0} -- request ignored!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40039

Job Name: {0} is currently {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40043

Job Name: {0} currently has dependent jobs

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40055

Skipped record {0} Dependency = {1} Length of name invalid = {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_40056

Skipped record {0} Length of name invalid = {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40058

{0} criteria has been satisfied for JOB: {1}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40060

Job run for {0} ending at "{1}" meets the scheduled criteria ["{2}","{3}" ] of dependency request from external instance <{4}>. No new dependency established.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40061

[ Sending event <{0}>: external dependency acknowledgement for Job: {1} to external instance <{2}>]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_40077**

SendToConnect: Skipped dependency - dependency name is NULL

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_40090**

No new {0} statistics available to aggregate.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_40091**

Aggregated {0} statistics from [{1}] to [{2}]

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_40092**

{0} aggregation skipped  [{1}] to [{2}]

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_40095

Deleting all statistics.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40096

All statistics have been successfully deleted.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40097

Skipping {0} aggregation of statistics for [{1}] due to DST fallback.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40109

Scheduled [{0}] due to {1} event.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40113

Job starts are commencing for online machine \(<\{0\}\). Added \(1\) job(s).

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40119

Bringing job \(<\{0\}\) out of the pending state due to online machine \(<\{1\}\).

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40120

Completed \(0\) job start(s) for online machine \(<\{1\}\).

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40121

Job starts are in progress for online machine \(<\{0\}\). Added \(1\) job(s).

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CA Workload Automation AE Messages

**CAUJM_I_40122**

Job <{0}> is already running or completed and cannot be started.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUJM_I_40126**

joid == 0! exit!

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_40130**

Sending event <{0}> due to online external instance <{1}>.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_40131**

Completed {0} event send(s) for online external instance <{1}>.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40136

The current status of job <{0}> is {1}. Cannot start job.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40137

Held resources prevent job <{0}> from starting. Cannot force start job.

Reason:
A prior run of this job is waiting for resources to be released.

Action:
Manually release resources or wait for executing jobs to release them before attempting to force start the job again.

CAUAJM_I_40139

The parent box for job <{0}> is not in a {1} state. Cannot start job.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40142

Provision Successful for Machine {0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40154

Already scheduled job <{0}>. Cannot start job.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40155

Unable to remove job <{0}> from the resource wait queue.

Reason:
A database error prevents the system from removing the specified job from the queue.

Action:
Review previous messages for an indication of what caused the problem and take required action. If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact technical support.

CAUAJM_I_40156

Conditions do not allow job to start. Cancelled job start

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40159

The date/time conditions for job <{0}> have not been met. Cannot start job.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_40162

The starting conditions for job <{0}> have not been met. Cannot be started.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40163

Job <{0}> is outside the run window and cannot start. The job has been rescheduled.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40167

Job <{0}> put in an {1} status because global auto hold is active.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40180

Job <{0}> is not in {1} status. {2} request skipped.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
**CAUJM_I_40181**

Cannot terminate job <{0}> because it is not in a {1} state.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUJM_I_40182**

Cannot signal job <{0}> because it is not in a {1} status. Request skipped.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUJM_I_40183**

Cannot signal job <{0}> because the process identifier (PID) for the job is not available. Request skipped.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUJM_I_40188**

Pending job {0} due to offline machine(s).

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40191

Dequeing job <{0}> and setting to {1}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40192

*** Recovery {0} joid = {1} on Machine [{2}]***

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40195

******* Global {0} IS ON | *******

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40211

Using TZ = {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40218

**** Time offset between the {0} and Event Server {1} is {2} seconds. ****

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
Time should be reset on these two machines.

CAUAJM_I_40242

This instance has been configured to use only FIPS-approved security functions. Access to the non-FIPS compliant legacy database password has been disabled.

Reason:
The value of the EnableFIPSMode configuration parameter has been set to 1, and access to the legacy database password has been disabled.

Action:
Informational only.

CAUAJM_I_40243

This instance has been configured to no longer use only FIPS-approved security functions. Access to the non-FIPS compliant legacy database password has been restored.

Reason:
The value of the EnableFIPSMode configuration parameter has been set to 0, and access to the legacy database password has been restored.

Action:
Informational only.

CAUAJM_I_40244

{0} value set to {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUJM_I_40245

EVENT:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40246

{0} scheduler startup complete.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUJM_I_40247

{0} scheduler processing of events complete.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUJM_I_40248

{0} scheduler shutdown complete. Exiting.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_40249

Debug level set to {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40251

Service has detected the termination of the CA Workload Automation AE Scheduler

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40252

{0} Service has stopped

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40254

Machine <{0}> automatically brought online due to detected status change.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40255

[0] Operational

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40256

[Sending event <{0}>: {1} to {2} for Job: {3} to external instance <{4}>]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40260

{0} scheduler shutdown complete. Waiting at most one poll interval for scheduler acknowledgments...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40262

{0} signal caught!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40263

EVENTU:

Reason:
Identifies an event received from a Unicenter based agent. Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40264

**** Internal Database Maintenance <Date:{0}> ****

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40265

****<Date:{0}>****

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40266

DBMaint is ended with: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_40268

Instance <{0}> automatically brought online due to detected status change.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40272

Machine <{0}> automatically brought offline due to detected status change.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40275

Log Rollover level set to {0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40276

STATUS:

Reason:
Informational only. Identifies a status sent by the Scheduler component which has been converted to an event and will be dispatched to a remote manager.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_40277**

**EVENT:**

**Reason:**
Informational only. Identifies an event to be sent to the database.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_40285**

{0} scheduler shutdown complete. Waiting at most one poll interval for scheduler acknowledgements...

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_I_40286**

{0} scheduler restarting...

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_I_40295**

{0} set to <{1}>

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_40300

Starting {0} {1} aggregation of product statistics.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40301

Completed {0} {1} aggregation of product statistics.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40304

Completed aggregation of product statistics.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40314

Request to cancel status for job {0} on external instance {1} cannot be sent as other dependencies exist.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_40315

Cross Platform Interface processing terminated.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_40318

{0} shadow scheduler active.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40319

{0} tie-breaker scheduler active.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_40323

Reestablished connection with remote application {{0},{1}}.

Reason:
Informational only. Connection with the identified remote application was reestablished.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_40334

(0) primary scheduler active in dormant failback mode.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUJM_I_40335

(0) primary scheduler active in immediate failback mode.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUJM_I_40356

SNMP trap generation : {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_40362

Request for status for job {0} on external instance {1} has already been sent.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUJM_I_40447**

Held resources prevent job \(<0>\) from starting. Cannot start job.

**Reason:**
A prior run of this job is waiting for resources to be released.

**Action:**
Before you try to start the job, you either manually release the resources or wait until the executing jobs release them.

**CAUJM_I_50010**

The Primary Scheduler is not \(\{0\}\)

**Reason:**
The Primary Scheduler is not RUNNING.

**Action:**
Required action is unknown.

**CAUJM_I_50011**

The Shadow Scheduler is not \(\{0\}\)

**Reason:**
The Shadow Scheduler is not RUNNING.

**Action:**
Required action is unknown.

**CAUJM_I_50012**

The Tie-Breaker Scheduler is not \(\{0\}\)

**Reason:**
The Tie-Breaker Scheduler is not RUNNING.

**Action:**
Required action is unknown.
CAUAJM_I_50019

7  *** Response required ***

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50023

AutoPinging Machine [{0}]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50025

AutoPing WAS SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50028

Checking the Agent"s connectivity to the Event Server.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50030

Successfully added timezone {0}

Reason:
Time zone was successfully added.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_50031

Checking the Agent's connectivity to the Application Server.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50038

Checking {0} on Machine: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50039

No Scheduler is {0} on machine: {1}

Reason:
The Scheduler was not running on the remote machine.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_I_50040

Could Not inspect machine: \{0\}

Reason:
An error connecting to remote machine has occurred.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_50044

Primary Scheduler is \{0\} on machine: \{1\}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50045

Shadow Scheduler is \{0\} on machine: \{1\}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50046

*** The Shadow Scheduler on \{0\} appears to have TAKEN OVER ***

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUJM_I_50047**

Tie-Breaker Scheduler is {0} on machine: {1}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_50049**

No Scheduler is {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_50050**

Timezone {0} already in the database, request denied.

**Reason:**
Timezone is already in the database.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_I_50051**

Unable to obtain Scheduler information

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_50053**

Timezone \(0\) does not exist in the database, request denied.

**Reason:**
The timezone does not exist in the database.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_I_50054**

Attempting \((0)\) to Connect with Database: \((1)\)

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50055**

*** Have Connected successfully with Database: \(0\). ***

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50057**

*** There was an Automatic DB Rollover. ***

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50065

Cleaning log files on machine: {0}...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50067

Removed {0} of {1} total log files on machine {2}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50068

(Could not remove {0} log file{1} because the corresponding job{2} still running.)

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50069

Successfully deleted timezone {0}

Reason:
Successfully deleted timezone.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAU AJM_I_50071**

Cannot delete timezone {0}, used in one or more jobs!

**Reason:**
Cannot delete timezone.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAU AJM_I_50072**

Cannot delete timezone {0}, used by one or more Alias/City!

**Reason:**
Cannot delete the timezone.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAU AJM_I_50086**

Interrupted... Exiting.

**Reason:**
The monbro program has caught a signal to come down.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAU AJM_I_50089**

Timezones:

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_50092**

No time zones were found in the database that matched the request.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50096**

Current {0}(internal): {1,number,0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50097**

External Time: {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50099**

{0}(internal): {1,number,0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_50121
Successfully added alias {0}

Reason:
Successfully added timezone.

Action:
Required action is unknown.

CAUJM_I_50122
Successfully added city {0}

Reason:
Successfully added timezone.

Action:
Required action is unknown.

CAUJM_I_50128
Connected with Event Server: {0}

Reason:
Successfully connected to the event server.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_50129
Monitoring {0}:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50133

Monitoring {0} output file: {1}\n
Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50134

*** To break out type control-c (^c) ***\n
Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50150

{0} Level={1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50151

Override definition change.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50152

(0) issued.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50154

Running the Chase Process.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50155

Chase is done!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50156

There are no Jobs in a (0) or (1) state!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_50157**

Chase is successful.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50158**

Checking on Jobs in the {0} state...

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50159**

There are NO Jobs that have been in the {0} state

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50160**

more than {0} Seconds.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50161

Examining Job: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50162

Job has been in the {0} state more than {1} Seconds. Manual intervention may be required.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50164

There are NO Jobs in the {0} state.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50166

Examining Job: {0}  On Machine: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUJM_I_50167**

Machine definition change.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_50171**

{0} change.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_50172**

OK! Both the {0} daemon and the job are still running.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_I_50173**

The {0} job is still running.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50174

{0} daemon MAY be in the process of sending the final event back. Check again in a few seconds.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50175

An event for this Job has come in during Examination... Everything is fine.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50176

Can not determine the status of {0}. Manual investigation is necessary.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50179

*** ALARM Sent! ***

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50181

*** {0} to {1} sent! ***

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50189

Monitor/browser definition change.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50190

Calendar definition change.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50191

Job definition change.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50192
Invalid audit type "{0}" detected.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50200
Attempting to Delete Job: {0}
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50202
Delete was successful!
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50204
Inserting/Updating Job: {0}
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50205

Database Change WAS Successful!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50207

Over-Ride turned OFF!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50208

Installing Over-Rides for Job: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50209

[Over-Ride# {0} IS IN EFFECT!]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_50210**

Checking Syntax for Insert/Update Job Type: {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50211**

Inserting/Updating Job Type: {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50212**

Checking Syntax for Delete Job Type: {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50213**

Deleting Job Type: {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50218

Deleting {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50219

***{0} {1} does not exist! Nothing to Delete!***

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50222

Inserting/Updating {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50227

Deleting machine: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50229

Component Machine: {0} deleted...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50232

Inserting/Updating Machine: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50239

{0} interrupted... Exiting.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50240

{0} interrupted... Exiting after work in progress is finished.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_50243**

{0} is {1} on machine: {2}\n
**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50244**

{0} is NOT {1} on machine: {2}\n
**Reason:**
CA Workload Automation AE Application Server is not running on the remote machine.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_I_50245**

Checking Syntax for Insert/Update Job: {0}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50247**

JIL syntax check PASSED

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50248

Checking Syntax for Delete Job: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50249

Checking Syntax for Delete Machine: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50250

Checking Syntax for Insert/Update Machine: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50251

Checking Syntax for Insert/Update {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50253

Checking Syntax for Delete {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50255

JIL syntax check PASSED WITH WARNINGS

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50259

Cancelling override for Job: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50260

Checking Syntax for Cancel Over-Ride for Job: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50261

Checking Syntax for Install Over-Ride for Job: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50262

Inserting {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50263

Checking Syntax for Insert {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50264

Total versions of input blobs for job {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50273

Total versions of output blobs for job {0}: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50280

AutoPing from the Scheduler WAS SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50282

AutoPing from the Application Server WAS SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50284

AutoPing from the Application Server SKIPPED.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50286

Job in {0} state, but the user process is not running on machine: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_50287

File watcher in {0} state, but the file is not being watched by the agent on machine: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_50288

The {0} job is in {1} state, but the job is not running on machine: {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_50291

Possible chase anomaly: The agent is running, but the job is not running on machine: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_I_50297

Job has been in the {0} state for more than {1} minutes. Manual intervention may be required.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_50298

Job and agent are not {0}. chase is sending a {1} event.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_50299

Job is not {0}. chase is sending a {1} event.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_50322

Checking Syntax for {0} {1}: {2}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50323

{0} {1}: {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50326

No dates entered. Calendar {0} was not created.

Reason:
The calendar was not inserted into the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50400

Insert Successful. Date added to Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The date was added to the calendar definition in the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50402

Date already exists in calendar.

Reason:
The input date already exists in calendar.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50403

Select Failed.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50404

No jobs are currently running on this machine.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50407

Reading external instance information

Reason:
Reading external instance information.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50408

Instance=[{0}]: Type=[{1}] Server=[{2}] Port=[{3,number,0}] Manager Alias=[{4}]

Reason:
All valid external instance definitions are displayed when the scheduler is started.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50410

Instance=[{0}]: Type=[{1}] Server=[{2}] Port=[{3,number,0}]

Reason:
All valid external instance definitions are displayed when the scheduler is started.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50423

Insert Successful for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar was successfully inserted into the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50424

Insert Failed for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar was not inserted into the database.

Action:
Check the status of the database. Verify that the extended calendar is valid.

CAUAJM_I_50425

Update Successful for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar definition was successfully updated in the database.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_50426

Update Failed for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar definition was not updated in the database.

Action:
Check that the calendar definition entered was valid.

CAUAJM_I_50427

Delete Successful for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar was successfully deleted from the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50428

Delete Failed for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar was not successfully deleted from the database.

Action:
Check that the calendar name refers to an existing calendar.

CAUAJM_I_50429

Delete Successful for Calendar: {0} Date: {1}

Reason:
The calendar date was successfully deleted from the database.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_50430**

Insert Successful for Calendar: {0}

**Reason:**
The calendar was successfully inserted into the database.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50431**

Insert Failed for Calendar: {0}

**Reason:**
The calendar was not inserted into the database.

**Action:**
Check that the calendar definition has a valid name and date set.

**CAUAJM_I_50432**

Insert Failed. Date was not added to Calendar: {0}

**Reason:**
The date was not added to the calendar definition in the database.

**Action:**
Check that the date is valid.

**CAUAJM_I_50434**

Insert Failed for Cycle: {0}

**Reason:**
The cycle period was not added to the calendar definition.

**Action:**
Refer to the CA Workload Automation AE Reference Guide for further information on cycles.
CAUAJM_I_50435

Regenerate dates Successful for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar was successfully regenerated and added to the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50436

Regenerate dates Failed for Extended Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar dates failed to regenerate. No changes were made to the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50437

Insert Successful for Cycle: {0}

Reason:
The cycle period was added to the cycle calendar definition.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_50438

Delete Successful for Calendar: {0}

Reason:
The calendar was successfully deleted from the database.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_50439**

Insert Successful for Cycle: {0}

Reason:
The cycle calendar was successfully inserted into the database.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50440**

Insert Failed for Cycle: {0}

Reason:
The cycle calendar was not inserted into the database.

Action:
Check that the calendar definition has a valid name and valid dates.

**CAUAJM_I_50441**

Delete Successful for Cycle: {0}

Reason:
The cycle calendar was successfully deleted from the database.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_50503**

The agent may be in the process of sending an event back. Check the status of the Scheduler.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60000

Job ((0)) is already running. (1) has no effect.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60001

Job ((0)) has already started. (1) has no effect.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60006

Archiving Checkpoints...

Reason:
Information only. Archival beginning.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60007

Archiving Events...

Reason:
Information only. Archival beginning.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60013

Number of Events Deleted: {0}

Reason:
Indicates the number of events that were deleted.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60014

Archiving Job Runs...

Reason:
Information only. Job run archival is beginning.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60017

Number of job runs deleted: {0}

Reason:
Indicates the number of job runs that were deleted.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60018

Archiving Audit Info...

Reason:
Informational only. Audit info archival is beginning.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_60019**

*dbstatistics: Running dbstatistics at: {0}*

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60020**

*dbspace: Running dbspace at: {0}*

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60021**

*Number of {0} Deleted: {1}*

**Reason:**
Indicates the number of audit infos that were deleted.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60022**

*The {0} syntax is:\n\n\t{1}, or\n\t{2} to Delete the Global.*

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60031

{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60032

Un-Send EVENT eoid: {0} Event Time: {1}

Reason:
Un-Send EVENT eoid.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_60051

Running Scheduler(s) have been detected.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60052

Shutdown the Scheduler(s) before changing the remote authentication method.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60056

Shutdown the Scheduler(s) before changing the database password.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60059

Password change successful.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60062

Password= {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60063

Initializing {0} {1} and {2} {3}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60064

Initializing {0} {1} {2}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60068

Request ignored.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60069

User successfully added.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60074

Please try again.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60081

Please try a different password.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60084

Restoring current password.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60087

Current remote authentication method:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60088

No remote authentication.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60089

Agent user authentication only.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60090

Scheduler authentication only.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60091

Both Agent and Scheduler authentication.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60092

Unix ruserok authentication only.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60093
Remote Authentication is not supported for type "a" machines or agents.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_I_60094
Both Unix ruserok and Scheduler authentication.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60098
Remote authentication method change successful.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60104
Use {0} option to create user@host password.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60105

This user already exists.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60106

Use option 2 to change password.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60107

Use {0} option to change password.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60112

No user name entered. Canceling request.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60114

Domain successfully added.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60116

No host or domain name entered. Canceling request.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60119

User successfully deleted.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60120

Enter the new host or domain for user {0} (or hit enter if no host):

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_60122**

The CA EEM server name must be non-empty, unique, and must not exceed (0) characters.

**Reason:**
The CA EEM server name must be non-empty, unique, and must not exceed the specified number of characters.

**Action:**
Enter a non-empty, non-duplicated, and properly sized CA EEM server name and resubmit the request.

**CAUAJM_I_60123**

User successfully modified.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60125**

Domain successfully deleted.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60126**

Use option {0} to create user@host password.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
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CAUAJM_I_60135
User create successful.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60137
User password change successful.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60139
User delete successful.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60140
Listing all {0} users.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60141

No users found for this instance.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60150

Attempting to regenerate the CA EEM certificate and reconnect to the CA EEM server.

Reason:
Informational only

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60151

Instance security is set to {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60154

No {0} cached credentials exist.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
CAU JM_I_60155

Deleting {0} cached credentials: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAU JM_I_60162

{0} cached credentials successfully deleted.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAU JM_I_60164

Format must be "{0}" where the timeout is specified in days ({1}) and hours ({2}), or "{3}".

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAU JM_I_60170

Valid values are between {0} and {1} when hour values other than 00 are specified. Otherwise, specify a value between {2} and {3}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.
**CAUAJM_I_60171**

Valid values are between {0} and {1} when day values other than 00 are specified. Otherwise, specify a value between {2} and {3}.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_I_60191**

The {0} server location was changed successfully.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_I_60195**

This instance remains under NATIVE security control due to end-user response.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60200**

{0} certificate generated successfully.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60201

{0} instance security successfully set.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60202

NATIVE instance security successfully set.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60205

Listing all {0} {1} superusers:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60206

No {0} {1} superusers are defined.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60207

Create an {0} {1}: {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60208

Modify an {0} {1}: {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60209

Delete an {0} {1}: {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60210

Security setting: {0} Policy User: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_60216**

Security check FAILED.

**Reason:**
Informational only. The resulting security check with the supplied parameters failed.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60217**

Security check PASSED.

**Reason:**
Informational only. The resulting security check with the supplied parameters passed.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60228**

CA EEM server:

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60229**

No application instance security policy is installed.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60230

Enter CA EEM server host name [{0}]:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60231

Connection successful: {0}  User: {1}  Application: {2}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60232

Enter the instance name [enter to cancel]:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60233

Usage: <class> <resource> <access> <user>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
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**CAUAJM_I_60235**

Input: [enter to cancel] >

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60241**

Successfully upgraded CA EEM application instance "{0}" to version {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

**CAUAJM_I_60242**

Policy granting access: [{0}] delegator: [{1}]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60243**

Class: {0} Resource: {1} User: {2} Access: {3}

Reason:
Information regarding the access check.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60244

Policy denying access: [{0}] delegator: [{1}]

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60245

Enter the \"{0}\" account password [enter to cancel]:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60248

Successfully registered CA EEM application instance \"{0}\".

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60252

Successfully created security policies for instance {0}!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60253

{0} instance(s) currently registered.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60257

Successfully deleted security policies for instance {0}!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60259

Successfully unregistered CA EEM application instance "{0}"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60262

Enter the name of an administrative user [{0}]:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUJM_I_60264

Add privileges for user:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_60265

Remove privileges for user:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_60266

Administrative privileges successfully added for user "{0}"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_I_60268

Administrative privileges successfully removed from user "{0}"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60270

User "{0}" is the only user with administrative privileges to the CA EEM application instance "{1}".

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60273

Successfully generated an authentication certificate for instance {0}!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60275

authentication artifact:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60276

Enter the artifact [enter to cancel]:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60278

Artifact Authentication passed! User account: '{0}'

Reason:

Action:

CAUAJM_I_60279

Upgrading common security policies for all instances

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60280

Upgrading security policies for instance '{0}'

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60281

Administrative policy '{0}' exists

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
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CAUAJM_I_60282
Folder '{0}' exists
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60286
A total of {0} {1} object(s) were found
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60288
A total of {0} {1} object(s) were deleted successfully
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60291
Searching Worldview repository for Instance {0}......
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.
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**CAUAJM_I_60292**

CA Workload Automation AE Instance exists within the Worldview repository

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60294**

Instance {0} has been successfully added into the Worldview repository

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60298**

Instance {0} has been successfully deleted from the Worldview repository

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60299**

List operation completed successfully

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60301

Use option "{0}" on the main menu to set and connect the CA EEM server.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60302

Enter directory location to store certificate file [{0}]:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60303

Upgrading version of CA EEM application instance \"{0}\"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60304

Certificate location: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60306

Obtaining new certificate from the CA EEM application instance \"{0}\"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60307

Creating UserGroup \"{0}\"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60308

Creating folder \"{0}\"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60309

Creating default policy \"{0}\"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60310

Creating administrative policy "{0}"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60311

Removing folder "{0}"

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60312

Starting registration of the CA EEM application instance "{0}" 

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60313

Removing registration of the CA EEM application instance "{0}" 

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CA USAJ M I_60318

Attempting connection to CA EEM server: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CA USAJ M I_60320

Default policy '{0}' exists

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CA USAJ M I_60326

Currently connected to the CA EEM server as user "'{0}'".

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CA USAJ M I_60327

Enter application instance [1({0})/0({1})]:

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60338

Restricting access to all unauthenticated users is the most secure option but client utilities may become unusable. Also, the scheduler will not execute the database maintenance script. You must define a job to execute the script and generate cached credentials for the job owner on the machine where the job runs.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60339

Qualifying unauthenticated remote users with a computer name assists in distinguishing those users from authenticated users. Are you sure you want to continue?

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60342

Unauthenticated user mode: {0}.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60350

Attempting {0} against {1}

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60353

Job profile migration started...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60355

Phase 1 initiated (locate release 11.0 job profiles)

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60357

Phase 2 initiated (locate any pre-release 11.0 job profiles)

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60358

Phase 3 initiated (migrate release 11.0 to flat files)

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60359
Migrating job profiles
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60361
Phase 4 initiated (migrate pre-release 11.0 to flat files)
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60362
Migrating job profiles for instance <{0}>
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60363
Phase 5 initiated (summary)
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60364

Job profiles found (release 11.0) :{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60365

Job profiles found (pre-release 11.0) :{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60366

Total job profiles found :{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60367

Job profiles migrated (release 11.0) :{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60368

Job profiles migrated (pre-release 11.0) :{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60369

Total job profiles migrated :{0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60373

Job profile <{0}> written to file < {1} >

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60375

Job profile <{0}> is found.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60376

Attempting to locate job profiles for instance <{0}>

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60378

Successfully created shared security policies.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_I_60380

Job profile migration complete.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60382

No Job profiles found.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_I_60383**

Merge successfully completed.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60384**

Deploying DEFAULT profile environment variables as agent wide variables in agentparm.txt...

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60385**

Deployment completed successfully.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_60389**

Deployment completed successfully.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60390

No domain name entered. Canceling request.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60391

Listing all trusted domains.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60392

No trusted domains are defined.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60393

Add a trusted domain: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_I_60395

Delete a trusted domain: {0}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60398

Successfully changed unauthenticated user mode to {0}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_I_60399

You must build server and client authentication libraries and install them on computers with server and client installations.

Reason:
When the unauthenticated user mode setting is EXTERNAL, the product invokes routines in custom server and client libraries to authenticate users.

Action:
Ensure that custom libraries are installed on client and server machines, or change the unauthenticated user mode to a setting that does not require them.

CAUAJM_I_60402

Invalid response.

Reason:
The selection was not in the range of valid selections.

Action:
Select a value in the specified range.
**CAUAJM_I_80007**

Cross Platform Interface proceeding to shutdown.

**Reason:**
Informational only. The Cross Platform Interface is proceeding to shutdown due to errors.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_I_80014**

Attempting resend status to PRIMARYCCISYSID 0

**Reason:**
Send failure occurred to primary node. Attempting resent to PRIMARYCCISYSID node.

**Action:**
Contact CA Technical support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_I_90006**

OpC WARNING: The child process 0 which sends OpC messages is taking a long time. The Event Processor must stop waiting and continue processing events.

**Reason:**
OpC Timeout occurred.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_I_90007**

OpC WARNING: The following message may not have been sent (but probably was): 0

**Reason:**
Failed to start the opc.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_I_90008

OpC ERROR: The following message was not sent: <%s>

Reason:
Failed to start the OpC.

Action:
Required action unknown.
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You may encounter the following warning messages while working with CA Workload Automation AE. Warning messages warn you of a potential error situation and may require you to take some action.

CAUAJM_W_00002

Listener could not be started on port [{0,number,1}]. Proceeding...

Reason:
Listener could not be started on the specified port.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_W_00018

Error retrieving network data from socket [{0,number,1}]. Discarding socket...

Reason:
Error retrieving network data from the specified socket.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_W_00060

Timed out waiting for incoming data at socket [{0,number,1}] after {1,number,1} seconds. Discarding socket...

Reason:
Timed out waiting for incoming data at the specified socket after the specified number of seconds.

Action:
Required action is not known.
CAUAJM_W_00127

Unable to obtain Notification Services tracking ID  JOB: {1}

Reason:
Unable to obtain Notification Services tracking ID.

Action:
Check extended diagnostic messages for further indication of the problem.

CAUAJM_W_00129

Unable to obtain host name. Notification header will be incomplete.\n
Reason:
Unable to obtain host name. Will not be able to set detailed machine information in Notification Services header.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_00130

No job_runs entry available to store Service Desk handle  REQUEST HANDLE: {0}  JOB: {1}

Reason:
There is no job_runs entry available for this job. A job that has a bad owner/password or bad machine will not generate a job_runs entry.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_00134

The {0} shadow scheduler has failed to update its status. Please investigate.

Reason:
The shadow scheduler has failed to update its status. Please investigate.

Action:
Determine why the shadow did not update its status in the database and restart it if necessary.
CAUAJM_W_00135

The \{0\} tie-breaker scheduler has failed to update its status. Please investigate.

Reason:
The tie-breaker scheduler has failed to update its status. Please investigate.

Action:
Determine why the tie-breaker did not update its status in the database and restart it if necessary.

CAUAJM_W_00136

Database indicates failover status. The shadow is taking over.

Reason:
Database indicates failover status. The shadow is taking over.

Action:
Determine problem that caused failover and restart system.

CAUAJM_W_00137

The primary appears to be missing. Changing high availability system status to pending.

Reason:
The primary appears to be missing. Changing high availability system status to pending.

Action:
Determine why the primary did not update its status in the database and restart it if necessary.

CAUAJM_W_00138

Changing high availability system status to failover.

Reason:
The primary is not updating database.

Action:
Investigate the state of the primary.
**CAUJM_W_00139**

Unable to mark high availability system as failover. Continuing as shadow.

**Reason:**
Unable to mark high availability system as failover. Continuing as shadow.

**Action:**
Attempt to mark database as failover returned a non-failover status.

**CAUJM_W_00141**

Unable to mark high availability system as pending. Continuing as shadow.

**Reason:**
Unable to mark high availability system as pending. Continuing as shadow.

**Action:**
Attempt to mark database as pending returned a non-pending status.

**CAUJM_W_00142**

Successfully changed high availability system status. The shadow is taking over.

**Reason:**
Successfully changed high availability system status. The shadow is taking over.

**Action:**
Determine cause of failover and restart or failback system.

**CAUJM_W_00143**

Database indicates failback status. Restarting in shadow mode.

**Reason:**
Database indicates failback status. Restarting in shadow mode.

**Action:**
Determine problem that caused failback.
CAUAJM_W_00144

The {0} shadow scheduler appears to have failed over prematurely. Consider a higher value for the HAPollInterval setting. Proceeding with shutdown...

Reason:
The shadow scheduler appears to have failed over prematurely. Consider a higher value for the HAPollInterval setting. Proceeding with shutdown...

Action:
After recovery from failover, set a higher value for the HAPollInterval across all schedulers.

CAUAJM_W_00146

Attempt to notify the Application Server on node <{0}> about rollover failed. Attempt number: {1}. Error code: {2}.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_00147

The primary and tie-breaker are both missing. Database indicates shadow can fail over. Changing high availability system status to pending.

Reason:
The primary and tie-breaker are both missing. Database indicates shadow can fail over. Changing high availability system status to pending.

Action:
Determine why the primary and tie-breaker did not update their statuses in the database and restart it if necessary.
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**CAUAJM_W_00153**

The database indicates that a failover to the shadow has occurred. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

**Reason:**
The database indicates that a failover to the shadow has occurred. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

**Action:**
No action necessary.

**CAUAJM_W_00154**

The {0} primary scheduler has failed to update its status. Please investigate.

**Reason:**
The primary scheduler has failed to update its status. Please investigate.

**Action:**
Determine why the primary did not update its status in the database and restart it if necessary.

**CAUAJM_W_00163**

System does not appear to be in high availability mode. Skipping failover and shutting down.

**Reason:**
System does not appear to be in high availability mode. Skipping failover and shutting down.

**Action:**
Wait until the system enters high availability mode before sending the STOP_DEMON with the value specified as FAILOVER.
CAUAJM_W_00167

The primary's status is in question. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Reason:
The primary's status is in question. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Action:
Determine the problem with the primary scheduler and restart it if necessary.

CAUAJM_W_00168

The shadow's status is in question. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Reason:
The shadow's status is in question. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Action:
Determine the problem with the shadow scheduler and restart it if necessary.

CAUAJM_W_00169

The tie-breaker's status is in question. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Reason:
The tie-breaker's status is in question. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Action:
Determine the problem with the tie-breaker scheduler and restart it if necessary.

CAUAJM_W_00173

System appears to have a running primary scheduler. Checking for primary activity.

Reason:
System appears to have a running primary scheduler. Checking for primary activity.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_W_00174

System appears to have a running shadow scheduler. Checking for shadow activity.

Reason:
System appears to have a running shadow scheduler. Checking for shadow activity.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_00175

System appears to have a running tie-breaker scheduler. Checking for tie-breaker activity.

Reason:
System appears to have a running tie-breaker scheduler. Checking for tie-breaker activity.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_00176

The primary is not active. Startup proceeding.

Reason:
The primary is not active. Startup proceeding.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_00177

The shadow is not active. Startup proceeding.

Reason:
The shadow is not active. Startup proceeding.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_W_00178
The tie-breaker is not active. Startup proceeding.

Reason:
The tie-breaker is not active. Startup proceeding.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_00180
System does not appear to have a running shadow scheduler. Skipping the shutdown of the shadow scheduler.

Reason:
System does not appear to have a running shadow scheduler. Skipping the shutdown of the shadow scheduler.

Action:
Run the shadow scheduler before sending the STOP_DEMON event with the value specified as ROLE and the shadow scheduler specified in the role.

CAUAJM_W_00181
System does not appear to have a running primary scheduler. Skipping the shutdown of the primary scheduler.

Reason:
System does not appear to have a running primary scheduler. Skipping the shutdown of the primary scheduler.

Action:
Run the primary scheduler before sending the STOP_DEMON event with the value specified as ROLE and the primary scheduler specified in the role.
CAUAJM_W_00182

System does not appear to have a running tie-breaker scheduler. Skipping the shutdown of the tie-breaker scheduler.

Reason:
System does not appear to have a running tie-breaker scheduler. Skipping the shutdown of the tie-breaker scheduler.

Action:
Run the tie-breaker scheduler before sending the STOP_DEMON event with the value specified as ROLE and the tie-breaker scheduler specified in the role.

CAUAJM_W_00185

System does not appear to have any running application servers. Skipping the shutdown of the application server.

Reason:
System does not appear to have any running application servers. Skipping the shutdown of the application server.

Action:
Run the application server before sending the STOP_DEMON event with the value specified as ROLE and the application server specified in the role.

CAUAJM_W_00187

Shutdown notification for the primary scheduler was written into one of the databases.

Reason:
Shutdown notification for the primary scheduler was written into one of the databases.

Action:
Investigate the state of both databases.
**CAUAJM_W_00188**

Shutdown notification for the shadow scheduler was written into one of the databases.

**Reason:**
Shutdown notification for the shadow scheduler was written into one of the databases.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.

**CAUAJM_W_00189**

Shutdown notification for the tie-breaker scheduler was written into one of the databases.

**Reason:**
Shutdown notification for the tie-breaker scheduler was written into one of the databases.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.

**CAUAJM_W_00190**

Shutdown notifications for all application servers were written into one of the databases.

**Reason:**
Shutdown notifications for all application servers were written into one of the databases.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.

**CAUAJM_W_00195**

Failover notification was written into one of the databases.

**Reason:**
Failover notification was written into one of the databases.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.
CAUAJM_W_00204

Restart notification for the shadow scheduler was written into one of the databases.

Reason:
Restart notification for the shadow scheduler was written into one of the databases.

Action:
Investigate the state of both databases.

CAUAJM_W_00206

Changing high availability system status to failback.

Reason:
The shadow is not updating database.

Action:
Investigate the state of the shadow.

CAUAJM_W_00207

Successfully changed high availability system status. The primary is taking over.

Reason:
Successfully changed high availability system status. The primary is taking over.

Action:
Determine cause of failback and restart shadow if necessary.

CAUAJM_W_00208

The shadow appears to be missing. Changing high availability system status to pending.

Reason:
The shadow appears to be missing. Changing high availability system status to pending.

Action:
Determine why the shadow did not update its status in the database and restart it if necessary.
**CAUAJM_W_00211**

Unable to mark high availability system to failback. Continuing as primary in dormant failback mode.

**Reason:**
Unable to mark high availability system to failback. Continuing as primary in dormant failback mode.

**Action:**
Attempt to mark database in failback mode returned a non-failback status.

**CAUAJM_W_00212**

The {0} primary scheduler appears to have failed back prematurely. Consider a higher value for the HAPollInterval setting. Proceeding with restart...

**Reason:**
The primary scheduler appears to have failed back prematurely. Consider a higher value for the HAPollInterval setting. Proceeding with restart...

**Action:**
After shutting down all schedulers, set a higher value for the HAPollInterval across all schedulers.

**CAUAJM_W_00213**

The shadow and tie-breaker are both missing. Database indicates primary can fail back. Changing high availability system status to pending.

**Reason:**
The shadow and tie-breaker are both missing. Database indicates primary can fail back. Changing high availability system status to pending.

**Action:**
Determine why the shadow and tie-breaker are missing and restart it if necessary.
CAUAJM_W_00214

Unable to mark high availability system as pending. Continuing as primary in dormant failback mode.

Reason:
Unable to mark high availability system as pending. Continuing as primary in dormant failback mode.

Action:
Attempt to mark database as pending returned a non-pending status.

CAUAJM_W_00215

Database indicates failover status. Restarting primary scheduler in dormant failback mode.

Reason:
Database indicates failover status. Restarting primary scheduler in dormant failback mode.

Action:
Determine problem that caused failover.

CAUAJM_W_00217

System does not appear to be in high availability mode. Skipping failback.

Reason:
System does not appear to be in high availability mode. Skipping failback.

Action:
Wait until the system enters high availability mode before sending the STOP_DEMON with the value specified as FAILOVER.
CAUJM_W_00218

The database indicates that a failback to the primary has occurred. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Reason:
The database indicates that a failback to the primary has occurred. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Action:
No action necessary.

CAUJM_W_00220

The shadow's status is in question. The primary is taking over.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUJM_W_00221

Unable to mark high availability system as pending. Continuing as primary in immediate failback mode.

Reason:
Unable to mark high availability system as pending. Continuing as primary in immediate failback mode.

Action:
Attempt to mark database as pending returned a non-pending status.
**CAUJM_W_00222**

Unable to mark high availability system to failback. Continuing as primary in immediate failback mode.

**Reason:**
Unable to mark high availability system to failback. Continuing as primary in immediate failback mode.

**Action:**
Attempt to mark database in failback mode returned a non-failback status.

**CAUJM_W_00223**

Database indicates failover status. Restarting primary scheduler in immediate failback mode.

**Reason:**
Database indicates failover status. Restarting primary scheduler in immediate failback mode.

**Action:**
Determine problem that caused failover.

**CAUJM_W_10015**

Response for \{0\} has expired after \{1\} seconds. Discarding...

**Reason:**
Response has expired after the specified number of seconds.

**Action:**
The response has arrived after the receive timeout.

**CAUJM_W_10039**

Discarding expired message...

**Reason:**
Discarding expired message.

**Action:**
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_W_10047**

Config file contains invalid input: {0}

**Reason:**
Bad input from config file.

**Action:**
Required action is not known.

**CAUAJM_W_10063**

The configured value for FileSystemThreshold ({0}) is out of range. Resetting threshold to 20480KB (20MB).

**Reason:**
The value specified for FileSystemThreshold is not within the allowable range.

**Action:**
Specify a FileSystemThreshold value between 8192KB (8MB) and 102400KB (100MB) and recycle the Scheduler component.

**CAUAJM_W_10108**

No valid localhost machine definition found for "{0}". The Scheduler requires a local machine definition in order to start jobs defined to run on localhost.

**Reason:**
No valid localhost machine definition found for the specified machine for the specified machine. The Scheduler requires a local machine definition to start jobs defined to run on localhost.

**Action:**
Localhost cannot be resolved to any machine in the database. Define a valid machine.
CAUAJM_W_10109

Please define a machine with the name "{(0)}" or specify an existing machine as the LocalMachineDefinition configuration variable.

Reason:
Please define a single machine with the Scheduler hostname or specify an existing machine as the LocalMachineDefinition configuration variable.

Action:
Localhost cannot be resolved to any machine in the database. Define a valid machine.

CAUAJM_W_10119

Calendar "{(0)}" has no more valid dates.

Reason:
The specified calendar has no more valid dates.

Action:
Verify the specified calendar definition.

CAUAJM_W_10120

Job "{(0)}" can no longer be scheduled because it uses a calendar without any available dates.

Reason:
The specified job can no longer be scheduled because it uses a calendar without any available dates.

Action:
Verify the specified calendar definition.
**CAUAJM_W_10128**

No valid machine definition found for the LocalMachineDefinition configuration variable.

**Reason:**
No valid machine definition found for the LocalMachineDefinition configuration variable.

**Action:**
LocalMachineDefinition configuration variable cannot be resolved to any machine in the database. Define a valid machine.

**CAUAJM_W_10134**

{(0)} failed to establish a listener at host {1}. Acquiring a new agent listener port...

**Reason:**
The specified product failed to establish a listener at the specified host.

**Action:**
Required action is not known.

**CAUAJM_W_10138**

Duplicate machines found for "{(0)}". The Scheduler must resolve to one machine definition in order to start jobs on localhost.

**Reason:**
Duplicate machines found for the specified machine. The Scheduler must resolve to one machine definition in order to start jobs on localhost.

**Action:**
Localhost cannot be resolved to a single machine in the database.
**CAUAJM_W_10139**

The Application Server cannot start because the {0} configuration variable has not been set properly. Exiting.

**Reason:**
The Application Server cannot start because the AutoServerId/AutoServerAliasId configuration variable has not been set properly. Exiting.

**Action:**
Ensure that the AutoServerId/AutoServerAliasId configuration variables are not empty, not equal and the AutoServerAliasId length is at most 16 characters long.

**CAUAJM_W_10143**

Localhost cannot be resolved to a machine definition.

**Reason:**
Localhost cannot be resolved to a machine definition.

**Action:**
Define a single machine with the Scheduler hostname or specify an existing machine as the LocalMachineDefinition configuration variable.

**CAUAJM_W_10150**

WARNING! The WIN32 Function {0} failed to get environment from the registry.
Details={1}

**Reason:**
Specified registry function failed to get Environments.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_10175**

Error has occurred reading the System Environment registry key.

**Reason:**
Error opening the registry key associated with the system environments.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_10176

Service will not be able to detect changes in the {0} environment

Reason:
Due to a registry error, new PATH environment changes will not be detected.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10193

Job "{0}" will be scheduled when it is taken {1}.

Reason:
The specified job will be scheduled when it is taken OFF ICE.

Action:
Send the JOB_OFF_ICE event for the Scheduler to recalculate the next start time.

CAUAJM_W_10194

Job "{0}" is restarting. The next run will be scheduled after the current run completes.

Reason:
The specified job is restarting. The next run will be scheduled after the current run completes.

Action:
Allow the job to complete its run.

CAUAJM_W_10210

Machine <{0}> Usage is not supported for UUJMA based machines.

Reason:
Usage is not supported for the specified UUJMA based machine.

Action:
Required action is unknown.
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CAUAJM_W_10225

Only the {0} {1} superuser can set the owner.

Reason:
The user does not have sufficient privileges to perform this operation.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10226

Only the {0} {1} superuser can send the {2} event!

Reason:
The user does not have sufficient privileges to perform this operation.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10227

Only the {0} {1} superuser can modify a machine.

Reason:
The user does not have sufficient privileges to perform this operation.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10235

Service has detected a change in the {0} environment but an error occurred: {1}

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_10264

**WARNING - Job: {0} DOES NOT EXIST!**

**Reason:**
Job does not exist.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10265

**WARNING - No {0} Information about Job: {1} Check that Instance.**

**Reason:**
No status information about job.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10269

**Access rights could not be obtained to view all jobs for Instance {0}!**

**Reason:**
Access rights could not be obtained to view all jobs for Instance.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10276

**Access rights could not be obtained to view all job types for Instance {0}!**

**Reason:**
Access rights could not be obtained to view all jobs for Instance.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_10282

WARNING for Job: {0}. {1}

Reason:
Warning for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10284

Access rights could not be obtained to view all calendars for Instance {0}!

Reason:
Access rights could not be obtained to view all calendars for Instance.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10291

WARNING! Requested Over-Ride fields match defined fields. No Over-Rides defined!

Reason:
Requested Over-Ride fields match defined fields. Nothing to override.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10296

Job "{0}" was modified by custom job validation.

Reason:
Job was modified by custom job validation.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_10300

Attempt to send the {0} event has failed. Please issue the event manually.

Reason:
Attempt to send the REFRESH_EXTINST event has failed. Please issue the event manually.

Action:
Send the REFRESH_EXTINST event manually.

CAUAJM_W_10330

Access rights could not be obtained to view all machines for Instance {0}!

Reason:
Access rights could not be obtained to view all machines for the Instance.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10345

Warning! The machine<{0}> has jobs in the {1} or {2} state. Proceeding with sending {3} event.

Reason:
The machine has jobs in the RUNNING or STARTING state. Proceeding with sending MACH_OFFLINE event.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10360

Warning: truncating {0} from "{1}" to "{2}".

Reason:
Truncation warning.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUJM_W_10367**

**WARNING! Requested update fields match already defined fields.**

**Reason:**
Requested fields match already defined fields.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUJM_W_10371**

This job's type does not support the KILLJOB operation. Event not sent for job <{0}>.

**Reason:**
This job's type does not support the KILLJOB operation. Event not sent for the specified job.

**Action:**
Do not issue a KILLJOB event for this job.

**CAUJM_W_10372**

No outstanding {0} status for job <{1}>. {2} event ignored.

**Reason:**
REPLY_RESPNOSE ignored as there is no WAIT_REPLY.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_W_10374**

Access rights could not be obtained to view all jobs or global variables for Instance {0}!

**Reason:**
Access rights could not be obtained to view all jobs for the Instance.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_10380

**Only the job timestamp will be updated!**

**Reason:**
Only the job time stamp will be updated.

**Action:**
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10382

**WARNING! Unable to get environments for instance {0}!**

**Reason:**
The specified registry function failed to get Environments.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10389

**WARNING for Machine: < {0} >**

**Reason:**
Warning for job Jil definition.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10391

**WARNING for Monbro: < {0} >**

**Reason:**
Warning for machine Jil definition.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_10392

WARNING for Job: < {0} >

Reason:
Warning for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10394

WARNING for Blob/Glob: < {0} >

Reason:
Warning for blob/glob Jil definition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10396

WARNING for External Instance: < {0} >

Reason:
Warning for blob/glob Jil definition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10400

Application Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
**CAUAJM_W_10401**

Calendar Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

**CAUAJM_W_10402**

Calendar Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

**CAUAJM_W_10403**

Calendar Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

**CAUAJM_W_10404**

Calendar Create Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
CAUAJM_W_10405

Calendar Delete Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10406

Control Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10407

Cycle Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10408

Cycle Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
CAUAJM_W_10409

Cycle Create Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10410

Cycle Delete Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10411

Global Variable Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10412

Global Variable Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
CAUAJM_W_10413

Global Variable Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10414

Global Variable Create Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10415

Global Variable Delete Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10416

Group Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
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CAUJM_W_10417

Job Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUJM_W_10418

Job Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUJM_W_10419

Job Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUJM_W_10420

Job Create Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
CAUAJM_W_10421

Job Delete Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10422

List Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10423

Machine Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10424

Machine Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
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CAUAJM_W_10425

Machine Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10426

Machine Create Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10427

Machine Delete Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10428

Owner Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
CAUAJM_W_10429

Resources Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10430

Resources Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10431

Resources Create Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10432

Resources Delete Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact security policy administrator.
CAUAJM_W_10438

Explicit Deny Policy: "{0}"

Reason:
Information regarding last failed access check.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10439

No Policies Granting Access To Resource

Reason:
Information regarding last failed access check.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10440

Class: {0} Resource: {1} User: {2} Access: {3}

Reason:
Information regarding last failed access check.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10441

Time: {0,number,0} Delegator: {1}

Reason:
Information regarding last failed access check.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_W_10442**

Time: \{0, number, 0\}  Delegator: None

Reason:
Information regarding last failed access check.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_10446**

Security Access to Resource Denied!

Reason:
Access to resource denied.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_10447**

New install detected! Please run the \{0\} menu utility to initiate the security engine!

Reason:
The CA Workload Automation AE product is making access level checks with an uninitialized security engine.

Action:
Run autosys_secure first before running the CA Workload Automation AE product.

**CAUAJM_W_10450**

Only the CA Workload Automation AE \{0\} superuser can activate external security.

Reason:
The user does not have sufficient privileges to perform this operation.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_10452

The Windows [0] User Account does not have sufficient authority to access CA Workload Automation AE assets.

Reason:
An access level check was made by the default Windows Service Local System account.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10453

Job Log Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10454

Job Type Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to the resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10455

Job Type Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to the resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.
CAUAJM_W_10456

Job Type Execute Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to the resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10457

Job Type Create Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to the resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10458

Job Type Delete Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to the resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10463

Input job does not have any resource dependencies {}{0}{1,number,1}.{2,number,1}.{3,number,1}

Reason:
The input job does not exist or has_resource flag indicates no resource dependencies.

Action:
Check the job table for the input job definition.
CAUAJM_W_10464

Could not find valid machines for job [{0} {1,number,1}.{2,number,1}.{3,number,1}]

Reason:
The input job does not exist or has_resource flag indicates no resource dependencies.

Action:
Check the job table for the input job definition.

CAUAJM_W_10470

Application Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact security policy administrator.

CAUAJM_W_10471

No orphaned renewable usage detected for job <{0}>.

Reason:
The input job does not exist have entries in the resource status table.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_10472

Resource manager encountered the following during intialization: <{0}>.

Reason:
Resource manager encountered the specified issue during intialization.

Action:
Required action is not known.
CAUAJM_W_10473

Resource manager will ignore non-virtual resource constraints for all jobs.

Reason:
Resource manager will ignore non-virtual resource constraints for all jobs.

Action:
Required action is unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10485

Unable to get Real Resource Manager credentials. Real Resource Constraints will be ignored for job processing evaluations.

Reason:
Unable to get the credentials of the Real Resource Manager from the ujo_alamode table.

Action:
Check the ujo_alamode table for the Real Resource Manager credential entries.

CAUAJM_W_10486

Unable to log in to Real Resource Manager with the input credentials. Real Resource Constraints will be ignored for job processing evaluations.

Reason:
Unable to log in to Real Resource Manager with the input credentials.

Action:
Check the ujo_alamode table for the Real Resource Manager credential entries.
CAUAJM_W_10489

Resource manager is not available. Any defined real resource constraints will be ignored.

Reason:
Resource manager is not available. Any defined real resource constraints will be ignored.

Action:
Resource manager is not loaded during startup. Check the log file for errors during startup. Fix the problem and restart.

CAUAJM_W_10491

Found invalid machine <{0}> for job <{1}>.

Reason:
Problem detected with job definition.

Action:
Fix the job definition with the correct machine name.

CAUAJM_W_10496

Agent on [{0}] has not responded in a timely fashion. Try again later.

Reason:
Agent on [{0}] has not responded in a timely fashion. Try again later.

Action:
Could indicate that the Agent is too busy or cannot reach the Manager port.

CAUAJM_W_10499

Scheduler shutdown in progress. Communications interrupted.

Reason:
Scheduler shutdown in progress. Communications interrupted.

Action:
No action required.
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**CAUAJM_W_10508**

Group Read Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

**CAUAJM_W_10509**

Application Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact security policy administrator.

**CAUAJM_W_10511**

Group Write Access Denied!

Reason:
Security policy denied access to resource.

Action:
Contact your security policy administrator.

**CAUAJM_W_10545**

Only the CA Workload Automation AE {0} or {1} superuser can use the {2} utility!

Reason:
The user does not have sufficient privileges to perform this operation.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_W_10559**

Unable to set groups: {0}

Reason:
The user name was not found or the group list could not be set.

Action:
Correct the problem and try again.

**CAUAJM_W_10572**

DCA Connection error: rc <{0}>

Reason:
DCA connection failed with return code.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_W_10613**

Notification attributes ignored for job <{0}>. The notification method is currently set to <{1}>.

Reason:
The notification attributes were ignored for this job as there is no active notification method.

Action:
Select an active notification method or remove the notification attributes from the job definition.
CAUAJM_W_10631

Error with database <{0}>. Checking connection.

Reason:
The database client libraries have indicated that an error condition occurred.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10632

Attempting to reconnect to database <{0}>. Attempt number [{1}].

Reason:
Attempting to reconnect to the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10634

Exceeded maximum number of database reconnection attempts.

Reason:
The maximum number of retries was exceeded.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10635

Rolling over to single server mode. Using database <{0}>.

Reason:
Rolling to single server mode.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_W_10648**

The database: `{0}` is unavailable. Attempting to rollover to single server mode.

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_10688**

Database `<{0}>` indicates that a rollover has occurred. Updating connections accordingly.

**Reason:**
The other scheduler has rolled over.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_10697**

*** WARNING: Syntax mode cannot verify against all attributes for updates or overrides. Only requested attributes will be verified.

**Reason:**
Syntax mode cannot verify against all attributes for updates or overrides. Only requested attributes will be verified.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_10698**

**WARNING For Machine: `{0}` < Circular definition: Cannot add self to virtual machine list >

**Reason:**
Circular definition: Cannot add self to virtual machine list.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUJM_W_10699

WARNING For Machine: {0} < machine "{1}" not defined >

Reason:
The Machine is not defined.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_W_10700

CONDITION WARNING: Job name <{0}> may be invalid for external instance <{1}>. Please review the details for this external instance.

Reason:
The job name in the condition may be invalid for this external instance.

Action:
Please refer to the UAJM documentation for more information on valid job name lengths for external instances.

CAUJM_W_10701

Machine "{0}" is defined.

Reason:
Machine is defined.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUJM_W_10702

Machine "{0}" is not defined.

Reason:
Machine is not defined.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_W_10703**

**CONDITION WARNING**: External instance name <{0}> is not defined

**Reason:**
The external instance name is currently not defined to CA Workload Automation AE.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_10704**

{0} {1} is defined.

**Reason:**
The object is defined.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_10705**

*** WARNING: Syntax mode cannot verify virtual machine type compatibility for machine {0}. Please check the type of this machine before inserting.

**Reason:**
Syntax mode cannot verify machine type compatibility against virtual machines.

**Action:**
Please check the type of this machine before inserting.

**CAUAJM_W_10706**

**GLOBBLOB WARNING**: Job {0} is not defined.

**Reason:**
The job is not defined.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_10707

{0} {1} is not defined.

Reason:
The object is not defined.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10708

External Instance does not exist. Nothing to Delete.

Reason:
No External Instance is defined to delete.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10709

External Instance {0} is defined.

Reason:
The external Instance is defined.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_10710

External Instance {0} is not defined.

Reason:
The external Instance is not defined.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_W_10711**

**Job Type:** {0} is defined

**Reason:**
The job type is defined.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_10712**

**Job Type:** {0} is not defined

**Reason:**
The job type is not defined.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_10713**

**There are job(s) defined with type "{0}".**

**Reason:**
Cannot delete the job type.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_10714**

**Database change ignored.**

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_10720

AUTOEXTVJ Warning:

Reason:
The job failed custom validation.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_10721

Ignored attempt by the AUTOEXTVJ_ValidateJob function to change name of existing job "\{0\}".

Reason:
Ignored attempt by the AUTOEXTVJ_ValidateJob function to change an existing job name.

Action:
Custom criteria library cannot change the job name of an ex.

CAUAJM_W_10722

Ignored attempt by the AUTOEXTVJ_ValidateJob function to change non overrideable field "\{0\}".

Reason:
Ignored attempt by the AUTOEXTVJ_ValidateJob function to change non overrideable field.

Action:
Custom criteria library cannot change non overrideable field.

CAUAJM_W_10723

Virtual machine "\{0\}" is in the machine chooser list and will not be selected at runtime.

Reason:
Virtual machine "\{0\}" is in the machine chooser list and will not be selected at runtime.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_W_10724**

All machines in the machine chooser list are virtual. No machine will be selected at runtime.

Reason:
All machines in the machine chooser list are virtual. No machine will be selected at runtime.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_10726**

Failed to process an incoming AFM string because the AFM header is invalid: {0}

Reason:
Failed to process an incoming AFM string because the AFM header is invalid.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_10727**

Failed to process an incoming AFM string because it is of an unknown format.

Reason:
Failed to parse an AFM response string because it is of an unknown format.

Action:
Check to see that the Agent encryption key is properly set. Unknown data could also be indication of a network attack.

**CAUAJM_W_10729**

Ignored attempt by the AUTOEXTVJ_ValidateJob function to add unknown keyword/value "'{0}/{1}'" to job "'{2}'"

Reason:
Ignored attempt by the AUTOEXTVJ_ValidateJob function to add an unknown keyword/value pair to job.

Action:
Custom criteria library cannot a keyword that is not recognized by WAAE.
**CAUAJM_W_10900**

The database monitoring system has detected a potential problem with the database.

**Reason:**
The database monitoring system has detected a potential problem with the database.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_W_10908**

System appears to have another running application server with the same {0} on machine: {1}. Checking for application server activity.

**Reason:**
System appears to have another running application server with the same AutoServerId or AutoServerAliasId. Checking for application server activity.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_W_10909**

The {0} application server with the same {1} is in an unknown state on machine: {2}.

**Reason:**
The application server with the same AutoServerId or AutoServerAliasId is in an unknown state on the specified machine.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of the application server and the AutoServerId or AutoServerAliasId configuration on the specified machine.

**CAUAJM_W_10910**

No application server is active with the same {0} or {1}. Startup proceeding.

**Reason:**
No application server is active with the same AutoServerId or AutoServerAliasId. Startup proceeding.

**Action:**
No action required.
**CAUAJM_W_10921**

The credentials that are cached are outdated and cannot be used to authenticate.

**Reason:**
The expiration date and time for these credentials is in the past.

**Action:**
Specify a new expiration date when you regenerate the cached credentials and then reissue the command, or contact your administrator for assistance.

**CAUAJM_W_18904**

WARNING for Job: \{0\} < \{1\} is longer than \{2\} bytes and has been truncated. New value: \{3\} >

**Reason:**
The value specified is too long, hence it is truncated.

**Action:**
Job definition is saved.

**CAUAJM_W_18910**

No rules are found for rule: \{0\}. Please add rules for this rule name.

**Reason:**
Please add rules for this rule name.

**Action:**
The job definition is saved.

**CAUAJM_W_18950**

DCA Manager is not loaded/available. Machine provisioning has been skipped.

**Reason:**
DCA Manager is not loaded/available. Machine provisioning has been skipped.

**Action:**
Ensure that SDK client and/or the DCA libraries are installed. Also, check that credentials for the DCA Manager URL are correct.
CAUAJM_W_18952

Preparing machine "+(0)" failed.

Reason:
Unable to prepare machine.

Action:
Contact the DCA Machine administrator.

CAUAJM_W_18969

WARNING for {0}: {1}. {2}

Reason:
Warning for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_18985

Unable to find a machine resource <{0}> that matches job machine definition. Job will get stuck in RESWAIT state.

Reason:
Machine Resources matching job machine definition not found. Job will be stuck in RESWAIT state.

Action:
Machine Resources matching the job machine must defined to be able to run the job.

CAUAJM_W_19009

Payload producing job "(0)" does not exists for JIL keyword "(1)".

Reason:
Payload producing Job does not exists.

Action:
Object definition is saved.
CAUAJM_W_19018

External Instance "{0}" is being used and will not be deleted.

Reason:
External Instance is being used.

Action:
Delete the condition that uses this external instance.

CAUAJM_W_19022

WARNING For Machine: {0} < Cannot add localhost to a virtual machine list >

Reason:
Machine is not defined.

Action:
No is action required.

CAUAJM_W_19023

The {0} attribute {1}: {2} is not valid for {3}: {4}.

Reason:
Invalid keyword value combination.

Action:
Specify a different encryption type.

CAUAJM_W_19024

The value of {0} attribute {1} failed to be encrypted.

Reason:
Invalid encryption key.

Action:
Specify a different encryption key.
CAUAJM_W_20060

WARNING: Disk Full, Agent will no longer log events

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_20083

WARNING! Gave up trying to delete transmission file "{0}"!

Reason:
WARNING! Gave up trying to delete transmission file.

Action:
Check the permissions to the specified directory.

CAUAJM_W_20206

Port {0,number,0} has not been configured through the CA Secure Sockets Adapter

Reason:
The specified port has not been configured through the CA Secure Sockets Adapter.

Action:
Examine the CA Secure Sockets Adapter configuration settings for the port.

CAUAJM_W_20223

Email address is blank. Email notification request skipped for job <{0}>.

Reason:
The specified notification_emailaddress is invalid. Attribute value cannot be blank.

Action:
Specify a valid notification_emailaddress.
CAUAJM_W_20224

notification_id is blank. UNS notification request skipped for job <{0}>.

Reason:
The specified notification_id is invalid. Attribute value cannot be blank.

Action:
Specify a valid notification_id.

CAUAJM_W_20303

The WIN32 Function {0} failed. Error = {1}

Reason:

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_20324

: WARNING: mutex for EVENT does not exist!

Reason:
Mutex for EVENT does not exist.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_20328

WARNING: mutex {0} for EVENT {1} does not exist!

Reason:
Mutex for EVENT does not exist.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_20354

Error in socket function {0}({1})

Reason:
setsockopt returned -1.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_20358

WIN32 Function {0} failed for command: with error={1}!

Reason:
GetSystemDirectory function failed.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_20360

Warning: 2K Limit on Access Control Lists has been exceeded. Attempting to free resources

Reason:
2K Limit on Access Control Lists has been exceeded.

Action:
If the agent cannot recover a computer reboot may be necessary.

CAUAJM_W_30005

Version mismatch detected [Product: {0}; Database: {1}]. Operating in limited functionality mode.

Reason:
Product version is different from database version.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_30010

The Application Server for instance {0} is already running.

Reason:
Only one Application Server may be running for each instance on any given machine.

Action:
Avoid starting the Application Server when it is already running.

CAUAJM_W_30023

Received notification to rollover.

Reason:
Scheduler has indicated that a database rollover is necessary.

Action:
Figure out the problem with the database and follow recovery procedures for recovering from a rollover.

CAUAJM_W_30025

Have not received rollover notification from the Scheduler. Attempting reconnection 1 time to database <{0}>

Reason:
No Notification from Scheduler received.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_30036

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}] API ID [{3}] request discarded.

Reason:
The application server could not execute the request before its expiration time.

Action:
Review previous messages for an indication of delays that could cause requests to be discarded. If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact CA Support.
CAUAJM_W_30100

Request has expired after {0} seconds. Discarding...

Reason:
Request has expired after the specified number of seconds. Discarding...

Action:
Application Server is too busy to process the request.

CAUAJM_W_30101

Request queue is too full. Discarding...

Reason:
Request queue is too full. Discarding...

Action:
Application Server is too busy to process the request.

CAUAJM_W_30102

Flushing request queue due to shutdown. Discarding...

Reason:
Flushing request queue due to shutdown. Discarding...

Action:
Application Server is shutting down. Unprocessed requests will be discarded.

CAUAJM_W_40006

Application Server configuration list from [0] for instance {1} is in question.

Reason:
Application Server configuration list from given host on given instance is in question.

Action:
Check the Application Server configuration list on the specified machine.
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CAUAJM_W_40023

Unable to aggregate statistics. There is already an active aggregate statistics process in progress. Request ignored.

Reason:
Received a sendevent request to aggregate statistics, but there was already an active aggregate statistics process in progress. There can only be one active aggregate statistics process at a time.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40028

CA Workload Automation AE does not support this trigger type {0} {1}

Reason:
Trigger type is not supported. Request ignored.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_40032

Another KILLJOB/SEND_SIGNAL for job {0} is in progress. Nothing to do.

Reason:
Another KILLJOB/SEND_SIGNAL for the specified job is in progress. Nothing to do.

Action:
Wait for the current KILLJOB/SEND_SIGNAL operation to complete.

CAUAJM_W_40059

{0} criteria has not been satisfied for JOB: {1}.

Reason:
CHK_START/CHK_COMPLETE criteria has not been satisfied for the specified job.

Action:
Check the Scheduler log file for details why the job did not start before its must_start time or complete before its must_complete time.
CAUAJM_W_40115

Pending remaining jobs for machine \(<{0}>\) due to offline machine.

Reason:
Pending remaining jobs for the specified machine due to offline machine.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_40118

Postponing job starts for online machine \(<{0}>\) due to shutdown.

Reason:
Postponing job starts for the specified online machine due to shutdown.

Action:
Scheduler is shutting down. MACH_ONLINE event will be reprocessed on startup.

CAUAJM_W_40135

Skipped starting job \(<{0}>\) due to manual status change while bringing machine \(<{1}>\) online.

Reason:
The job's status was manually changed after it came out of PEND_MACH status. Starting of the job has been skipped.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40176

The current job run has no associated agent information. KILLJOB cancelled.

Reason:
The job in question more than likely was placed in a RUNNING state through executing a manual sendevent.

Action:
If the job was placed in a RUNNING state manually use sendevent -E CHANGE_STATUS to mark the job as INACTIVE. Otherwise contact technical support for further assistance.
CAUAJM_W_40179

Global variable <{0}> is not defined for job <{1}>

Reason:
Global variable is not defined.

Action:
Create a global variable.

CAUAJM_W_40207

An unexpected problem occurred while fetching events. Continuing....

Reason:
etBatchEvent failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_40253

Machine <{0}> is not responding. Taking offline.

Reason:
The machine is not responding.

Action:
Determine if the Agent is running on the machine or if there is a connectivity problem.

CAUAJM_W_40258

Machine <{0}> has explicitly rejected communications. Taking offline.

Reason:
The specified machine has explicitly rejected communications. Taking offline.

Action:
Check the agent configuration and verify that the scheduler information is configured properly.
CAUAJM_W_40259

External instance <{0}> has explicitly rejected communications. Taking offline.

Reason:
The specified external instance has explicitly rejected communications. Taking offline.

Action:
Check the remote manager configuration and verify that the scheduler information is configured properly.

CAUAJM_W_40272

Machine <{0}> cannot automatically be brought offline because the machine auto offline feature is disabled.

Reason:
The scheduler cannot place the specified machine offline because the machine auto offline feature is disabled.

Action:
Enable the machine auto offline feature by clearing the PE_AUTO_DISABLE environment variable and restarting the scheduler.

CAUAJM_W_40273

Machine <{0}> cannot be automatically brought online because status was manually set offline.

Reason:
Machine cannot be automatically brought online because machine status was manually set offline.

Action:
Issue a MACH_ONLINE event to manually bring the machine online.
CAUAJM_W_40278

Machine <{0}> was manually set offline. Nothing to do.

Reason:
Machine was manually set offline. Nothing to do.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40280

The following events were processing during the last run of the Scheduler and will be re-queued.

Reason:
The following events were processing during the last run of the Scheduler and will be re-queued.

Action:
<No action mentioned>

CAUAJM_W_40281

RE-QUEUEING: {0}

Reason:
Display list of requeued events.

Action:
<No action mentioned>

CAUAJM_W_40282

External instance <{0}> is not responding. Taking offline.

Reason:
The external instance is not responding.

Action:
Determine if the manager is running on the machine or if there is a connectivity problem.
CAUAJM_W_40283

Error from Instance <{0}>: \"{1}\".

Reason:
Error from specified external instance.

Action:
The SEND_EVENT_INTERNAL API returned a failure.

CAUAJM_W_40284

Postponing send of event <{0}> due to offline external instance <{1}>.

Reason:
Postponing send of event due to the specified offline external instance.

Action:
Determine if the manager is running on the machine or if there is a connectivity problem.

CAUAJM_W_40288

Skipping the execution of internal database maintenance because the unauthenticated user mode setting requires user authentication.

Reason:
The scheduler skips the execution of the database maintenance script when the unauthenticated user mode is set to STRICT or EXTERNAL.

Action:
Define a job to execute the script and generate cached credentials for the job owner on the machine where the job runs.

CAUAJM_W_40290

Machine <{0}> is in question. Placing machine in the unqualified state.

Reason:
The specified machine is in question. Placing machine in the unqualified state.

Action:
Determine if the Agent is running on the machine or if there is a connectivity problem.
CAUAJM_W_40291

Machine <{0}> has been updated. Placing machine in the unqualified state.

Reason:
The specified machine has been updated. Placing machine in the unqualified state.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_40299

The primary scheduler is restarting in dormant failback mode as the shadow scheduler has taken over.

Reason:
The primary scheduler is restarting in dormant failback mode as the shadow scheduler has taken over.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40304

Statistical aggregation has been aborted due to a shutdown request. Statistics have been only partially aggregated.

Reason:
Statistical aggregation was aborted due to a shutdown request.

Action:
Statistics will be aggregated on the next automatic aggregation or can be manually aggregated through sendevent once the scheduler has been restarted.

CAUAJM_W_40305

The shadow scheduler is restarting as the primary scheduler has taken over.

Reason:
The shadow scheduler is restarting as the primary scheduler has taken over.

Action:
No action required.
**CAUAJM_W_40306**

The primary scheduler has taken over. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

**Reason:**
The primary scheduler has taken over. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

**Action:**
Investigate the cause of high availability failover.

**CAUAJM_W_40307**

System appears to be in failback state. Skipping system-wide shutdown or failback.

**Reason:**
System appears to be in failback state. Skipping system-wide shutdown or failback.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_W_40308**

The {0} shadow scheduler is restarting due to {1} event.

**Reason:**
The shadow scheduler is restarting due to STOP_DEMON event.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_W_40309**

The primary scheduler is shutting down as the shadow scheduler has taken over.

**Reason:**
The primary scheduler is shutting down as the shadow scheduler has taken over.

**Action:**
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_40310

The shadow scheduler has taken over. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Reason:
The shadow scheduler has taken over. The system is no longer in high availability mode.

Action:
Investigate the cause of high availability failover.

CAUAJM_W_40311

Cross Platform Scheduling has been disabled.

Reason:
The cross platform scheduling feature of CA Workload Automation AE has been disabled.

Action:
See prior error messages for additional information.

CAUAJM_W_40326

Invalid option "{0}" specified for cross platform scheduling. Cross platform scheduling disabled.

Reason:
An invalid option has been specified for cross platform scheduling. Cross platform scheduling has been disabled.

Action:
Valid options are '0','1', and '2'. Correct the option and recycle the Scheduler.

CAUAJM_W_40328

System appears to be in failover state. Checking for shadow activity.

Reason:
System appears to be in failover state. Checking for shadow activity.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_W_40329

The shadow is still active. The primary cannot continue.

Reason:
The shadow is still active. The primary cannot continue.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40330

The shadow is not active. Startup proceeding.

Reason:
The shadow is not active. Startup proceeding.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_40331

System check interrupted due to shutdown.

Reason:
System check interrupted due to shutdown.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40332

System appears to be in failover state. Skipping system-wide shutdown or failover.

Reason:
System appears to be in failover state. Skipping system-wide shutdown or failover.

Action:
No action required.
CAUAJM_W_40333

System appears to be in failover state. Startup proceeding in dormant failback mode.

Reason:
System appears to be in failover state. Startup proceeding in dormant failback mode.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40336

The primary scheduler is restarting in immediate failback mode as the shadow scheduler has taken over.

Reason:
The primary scheduler is restarting in immediate failback mode as the shadow scheduler has taken over.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40337

System appears to be in failover state. Startup proceeding in immediate failback mode.

Reason:
System appears to be in failover state. Startup proceeding in immediate failback mode.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_40338

System no longer appears to be in failover state. Startup proceeding.

Reason:
System no longer appears to be in failover state. Startup proceeding.

Action:
No action required.
**CAUAJM_W_40357**

The {0} tie-breaker scheduler is only required to run in dual server mode. Shutting down.

**Reason:**
The tie-breaker scheduler is only required to run in dual server mode. Shutting down.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_W_40358**

The disk partition containing the CA Workload Automation AE Scheduler log file is full.

**Reason:**
Disk partition containing the CA Workload Automation AE Scheduler log file is full!

**Action:**
Free up space on the disk partition containing the Scheduler log file.

**CAUAJM_W_40359**

The CA Workload Automation AE Scheduler will shutdown if the disk partition has less than {0} bytes available.

**Reason:**
The disk partition containing the CA Workload Automation AE Scheduler log file is full.

**Action:**
Free up space on the disk partition containing the Scheduler log file.

**CAUAJM_W_50018**

Machine <{0}> is of a type that does not support the autoping operation.

**Reason:**
The specified machine is of a type that does not support the autoping operation.

**Action:**
Execute autoping against a non virtual/pool machine.
CAUAJM_W_50064

Jobs did not run on Legacy machines. No files to clean.

**Reason:**
CAUAJM_W_50064: Jobs did not run on Legacy machines.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_50076

Warning - Levels not supported for "c" (current state) Option.

**Reason:**
Levels are not supported with the -c option.

**Action:**
Specify valid parameters.

CAUAJM_W_50094

A partial list is displayed.

**Reason:**
A partial list is being displayed because of a security violation.

**Action:**
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50112

No machines have been returned.

**Reason:**
No machines have been returned.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
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**CAUJM_W_50114**

No resources have been returned.

**Reason:**
No resources have been returned.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_W_50131**

Line number specification <{0}> is not valid. Returning the default number of lines.

**Reason:**
Invalid line number.

**Action:**
Specify a line number greater than 0.

**CAUJM_W_50183**

No Global Variables match masked specification: {0}

**Reason:**
No global variables match the masked specification in CA Workload Automation AE.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_W_50184**

No Job Names match masked specification: {0}

**Reason:**
No jobs match the masked specification in CA Workload Automation AE.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_50185

No Job Names were found matching Group Name: {0}\n
Reason:
The group name is not currently defined in CA Workload Automation AE.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50186

No Job Names were found matching Application Name: {0}\n
Reason:
The application name is currently not defined in CA Workload Automation AE.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50187

No Job Names were found matching Group Name: {0} and Application Name: {1}\n
Reason:
No jobs were found matching the group and application specification in CA Workload Automation AE. If a fully qualified name was specified this indicates it is currently not defined within CA Workload Automation AE.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50196

No user defined job types have been returned.\n
Reason:
No user defined job types have been returned.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_50197

*** WARNING: failed to install interrupt handler.

Reason:
Failed to install interrupt handler.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_50203

No jobs have been returned that utilize a user defined job type.

Reason:
No jobs have been returned that utilize a user defined job type.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50214

Command attribute is not specified. Job’s command attribute will be used instead.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50215

*** WARNING: {0} is NO LONGER SUPPORTED.

Reason:
The field is no longer supported.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_W_50224**

No jobs have been returned for job type `{0}`.

**Reason:**
No jobs have been returned for the identified user defined job type.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_50230**

Machine type `{0}` is no longer supported for `{1}` based machines. Type changed to `{2}`.

**Reason:**
Machine type is no longer supported and has been changed accordingly.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_50241**

*** WARNING: The Following Jobs are referenced in the Conditions for this Job, yet are not defined:

**Reason:**
Conditions are not defined.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_50252**

*** WARNING: This update has resulted in the loss of the following machine definitions:

**Reason:**
The Machine type has changed to a non-virtual type or the machine was explicitly removed from the virtual machine list.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_50257

Attribute ignored for <{0}>: {1}

Reason:
The specified attribute is ignored in this context.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50258

*** WARNING: The following Jobs have starting conditions that depend on nonexistent Jobs or Global Variables:

Reason:
Jobs with starting conditions that depend on nonexistent Jobs detected.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50268

{0} could not be uploaded:

Reason:
An error occurred while uploading the blob.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_50269

Job or global input blob will not be available to job

Reason:
Job inserted/updated without the input blob.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_W_50270

JIL Keyword {0} is discarded because its value is NULL, null or ALL.

Reason:
Invalid values specified.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_50274

The hostname {0} is too big to be defined as AutoSys Machine. This machine will not be added.

Reason:
The Machine name is longer then 80 characters.

Action:
The Machine name should be reduced to 80 characters.

CAUAJM_W_50317

Could not download blob

Reason:
An error occurred while downloading blob.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_50319

No Global Blob Names match masked specification: {0}

Reason:
No jobs match masked specification in CA Workload Automation AE.

Action:
Required action unknown.
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**CAUAJM_W_50320**

No input blobs have been defined for this job.

**Reason:**
No input blobs have been defined for this job.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_W_50331**

Machine "{0}" is still being referenced by machine containers.

**Reason:**
Machine is referenced in machine containers.

**Action:**
Redefine the machine.

**CAUAJM_W_50332**

Machine "{0}" is still being referenced by active jobs.

**Reason:**
Machine is referenced in active jobs.

**Action:**
Redefine the machine.

**CAUAJM_W_50333**

Machine "{0}" is still being referenced by resources.

**Reason:**
Machine is referenced in active jobs.

**Action:**
Redefine the machine.
CAUAJM_W_50335

Ignoring invalid input in Workday string "{0}".

Reason:
The Workdays string is not in the correct format.

Action:
Check the value of the input string.

CAUAJM_W_50401

The machine: {0} does not exist.

Reason:
The machine name does not exist in the database.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_50412

No External Instances match masked specification: {0}

Reason:
No external instances match masked specification in CA Workload Automation AE.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_50413

*** WARNING - The Holiday calendar: {0} does not exist.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
Holiday calendar can be created later.
CAUAJM_W_50414

*** WARNING - The Cycle calendar: {0} does not exist.

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
Cycle calendar can be created later.

CAUAJM_W_50433

Warnings = {0}

Reason:
Total Warnings.

Action:
Review JIL output for warnings.

CAUAJM_W_50505

The user process is not running on machine: {0}. The Scheduler is inactive.

Reason:
The user process is not running on the specified machine. The Scheduler is not running
thus the status of the job may not be accurately reflected.

Action:
If the user process has truly completed, start the Scheduler and monitor the status of
the job.

CAUAJM_W_50506

The {0} job is not running on machine: {1}, The Scheduler is inactive.

Reason:
The job is not running on the specified machine. The Scheduler is not running.

Action:
Start the Scheduler.
**CAUAJM_W_50507**

The user process is not running on machine: {0}, an attempt to communicate with the Scheduler failed.

Reason:
The user process is not running on the specified machine, an attempt to communicate with the Scheduler failed.

Action:
Check the status of the Scheduler.

**CAUAJM_W_50508**

The {0} job is not running on machine: {1}, an attempt to communicate with the Scheduler failed.

Reason:
The job is not running on the specified machine, an attempt to communicate with the Scheduler failed.

Action:
Check the status of the Scheduler.

**CAUAJM_W_50509**

The user process is not running on machine: {0}, it seems Scheduler is unresponsive.

Reason:
The user process is not running on the specified machine, it seems the Scheduler is unresponsive.

Action:
Check the status of the Scheduler.

**CAUAJM_W_50510**

The {0} job is not running on machine: {1}, it seems Scheduler is unresponsive.

Reason:
The job is not running on the specified machine, it seems the Scheduler is unresponsive.

Action:
Check the status of the Scheduler.
**CAUJM_W_50511**

The user process is not running on machine: {0}, as the Scheduler status is pending high availability failover.

**Reason:**
The user process is not running on the specified machine, as the Scheduler status is pending high availability failover.

**Action:**
Wait for the Scheduler's High Availability status to be resolved.

**CAUJM_W_50512**

The {0} job is not running on machine: {1}, as the Scheduler status is pending high availability failover.

**Reason:**
The job is not running on the specified machine, as the Scheduler status is pending high availability failover.

**Action:**
Wait for the Scheduler's High Availability status to be resolved.

**CAUJM_W_50513**

The user process is not running on machine: {0}. The Scheduler status is unknown.

**Reason:**
The user process is not running on the specified machine, but the Scheduler status is unknown.

**Action:**
Check the status of the database.

**CAUJM_W_50514**

The {0} is not running on machine: {1}. The Scheduler status is unknown.

**Reason:**
The job is not running on the specified machine. The Scheduler status is unknown.

**Action:**
Wait for the Scheduler's High Availability status to be resolved.
CAUAJM_W_50515

The user process is not running on machine: {0}, but the Scheduler has not yet reestablished communications with the Agent.

Reason:
The user process is not running on the specified machine, but the Scheduler has not yet reestablished communications with the Agent.

Action:
Check the status of the database.

CAUAJM_W_50516

The {0} job is not running on machine: {1}, the Scheduler has not yet reestablished communication with the Agent.

Reason:
The job is not running on the specified machine, the Scheduler has not yet reestablished communication with the agent.

Action:
Wait for the Scheduler's High Availability status to be resolved.

CAUAJM_W_60002

Batch_size exceeds {0}, changing batch_size to {1}

Reason:
Specifying a Batch_size more than MAX_UPDATE may impact performance.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60045

Only an {0} {1} {2} has access to all options!

Reason:
Only an EDIT/EXEC superuser has access to all options!

Action:
Run autosys_secure as an EDIT/EXEC superuser to have access to all options.
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**CAUAJM_W_60050**

Insufficient privileges to execute options 1 through \{0\}.

**Reason:**
Insufficient privileges to execute options 1 through 4 or 6.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_W_60144**

Instance security is already set to \{0\}. Request skipped.

**Reason:**
The system is already running in the requested toggle mode.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_W_60190**

The CA EEM server location remains unchanged.

**Reason:**
The CA EEM server location remains unchanged.

**Action:**
Review any previous error messages for further details.

**CAUAJM_W_60191**

The CA EEM server location was changed successfully.

**Reason:**
The CA EEM server location was changed successfully.

**Action:**
No action necessary.
CAUAJM_W_60192

**Failed to authenticate as user {0}. Proceeding as the current unauthenticated user.**

**Reason:**
The external security server did not authenticate user credentials. The program proceeds as the current unauthenticated user when login fails.

**Action:**
Verify user credentials and attempt to log in again.

CAUAJM_W_60194

**This instance remains under {0} security control due to end-user response.**

**Reason:**
This instance remains under CA EEM security control due to end-user response.

**Action:**
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60213

**Ignoring additional program arguments.**

**Reason:**
The program has been passed additional program arguments based on asset type. The program will ignore these arguments.

**Action:**
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60218

**Instance configuration is unavailable.**

**Reason:**
The instance configuration is needed to determine the database type.

**Action:**
Set the product environment or avoid requesting the database type.
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CAUAJM_W_60221

Not connected to the CA EEM server.

Reason:
Not connected the CA EEM server.

Action:
Use option "1" of the CA Workload Automation AE Safetool to set and connect to the CA EEM server.

CAUAJM_W_60222

Not connected to the CA EEM global application instance.

Reason:
Not connected the CA EEM global application instance.

Action:
This utility must be connected to a CA EEM global application instance to perform all the options in this submenu.

CAUAJM_W_60223

Some of the options in this menu will not be available!

Reason:
Some of the options in this menu will not be available.

Action:
This utility must be connected to the appropriate application instance to perform all the options in this submenu.

CAUAJM_W_60224

Failed to change the user to owner of {0}. <{1}> call failed with <{2}>.

Reason:
User may not have permissions to login.

Action:
User may not have permissions to login, check the $AUTOUSER owner permissions.
CAUAJM_W_60225

Failed to change the user to owner of {0}. <{1}> call failed with <{2}>.

Reason:
User may not have permissions to login.

Action:
User may not have permissions to login, check the $AUTOUSER owner permissions.

CAUAJM_W_60247

CA EEM application instance "{0}" already registered.

Reason:
CA EEM application instance for the product already registered.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60250

Security policies for instance {0} already exist!

Reason:
Security policies for CA Workload Automation AE instance already exist.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60254

CA EEM application instance "{0}" not registered

Reason:
CA EEM application instance for the product is not registered.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_60255

No security policies for instance {0} exist.

Reason:
No security policies for CA Workload Automation AE instance exist.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60270

Only user "{0}" has administrative privileges to the CA Workload Automation AE application instance

Reason:
An error was encountered while deleting administrative privileges to the user.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_60283

No Instances found to delete

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60284

No Instances of class "{0}" 

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_60285

No Objects of class "{0}" "

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60290

The class "{0}" already exists!

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60305

**WARNING** The generated certificate file must be placed in the {0} directory of instance {1} in order for security to properly function!

Reason:
The generated certificate file must be placed in the instance specific AUTOUSER directory for security to function properly.

Action:
If the generated certificate file was not placed in the instance specific AUTOUSER directory during the generate operation it should be copied to this location.

CAUAJM_W_60322

Unable to verify user"s existence.\nAre you sure you want to continue?

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
CAUAJM_W_60323
Unable to verify user”s existence.
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60337
Disabling the unauthenticated user mode may have security implications.\nAre you sure you want to continue?
Reason:
Disabling the unauthenticated user mode may have security implications.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60340
Trusting all unauthenticated remote users as authenticated users may have security implications.\nAre you sure you want to continue?
Reason:
Informational only.
Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_W_60341
An error occurred attempting to set {0} as the unauthenticated user mode. Instance remains under mode {1}.
Reason:
An error occurred attempting to set the specified mode as the unauthenticated user mode.
Action:
See any previous messages which may have been outputted for indication for error cause. Otherwise, call technical support.
CAUAJM_W_60374

A file for profile <{0}> already exists

Reason:
Duplicate file name.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_W_60377

Default security policies shared by all instances are missing.

Reason:
At least one default security policy shared by all instances is missing.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_60381

Merging pre-release 11.0 DEFAULT profiles...

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action required.

CAUAJM_W_90016

Reason:
License warning.

Action:
Required action unknown.
Chapter 4: Error Messages

You may encounter the following error messages while working with CA Workload Automation AE. Error messages tell you that an error has occurred and the action you need to take to resolve the situation.

**CAUAJM_E_00003**

*Could not allocate size{0}. Exiting.*

**Reason:**
Allocation has failed.

**Action:**
Required action is not known.

**CAUAJM_E_00006**

*Error to access api.*

**Reason:**
Error occurred in accessing the API.

**Action:**
Required action is not known.

**CAUAJM_E_00009**

*CDailyLogFile: Unable to create LogFileThread - {0}*

**Reason:**
Unable to create LogFileThread.

**Action:**
Required action is not known.
CAUAJM_E_00010

CDailyLogFile thread canceled...

Reason:
CDailyLogFile thread canceled.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_E_00011

Error reopening stdout: {0}

Reason:
Error occurred in reopening stdout.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_E_00012

Error reopening stderr: {0}

Reason:
Error occurred in reopening stderr.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_E_00013

Cannot remove an empty host from the list!

Reason:
Cannot remove an empty host from the list.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_00015**

Accept returned a socket descriptor value {0,number,1} is greater than the allowable maximum value {1,number,1}. Discarding socket...

**Reason:**
Accept returned a socket descriptor value is greater than the allowable maximum value.

**Action:**
The accept function returned a socket value greater than the configured FD_SETSIZE UNIX parameter.

**CAUAJM_E_00017**

Unable to determine class. Cannot continue.

**Reason:**
JNIEnv::IsInstanceOf() did not return a known class.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_00020**

Local error in attempt to send request. RC={0}

**Reason:**
Local error in attempt to send request.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_00023**

Unable to copy file <{0}> to <{1}>

**Reason:**
A copy file error has occurred.

**Action:**
Review messages that follow and take action as required.
CAUAJM_E_00025

Unable to read file <{0}>

Reason:
A read file error has occurred.

Action:
Review messages that follow and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00029

Unable to create copy of file <{0}>

Reason:
A create copy file error has occurred.

Action:
Review messages that follow and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00035

Unable to open file <{0}>

Reason:
An open file error has occurred.

Action:
Review messages that follow and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00036

Function failed: <{0}> Errno: <{1,number,1}> Error: <{2}>

Reason:
An error has occurred performing the indicated operation.

Action:
Review the error information and take action as required.
CAUAJM_E_00039

Local error in send {0} request to the server.

Reason:
Local error in send AuthUser request to the server.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00040

Unable to create object: Invalid class.

Reason:
Unable to create object: Invalid class.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00042

Unable to create Response: Invalid class.

Reason:
Unable to create Response: Invalid class.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00047

Unable to create Filter: can not find java classes.

Reason:
Unable to create Filter: cannot find java classes.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_00048

Unable to create Filter: Invalid class.

Reason:
Unable to create Filter: Invalid class.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00049

Could not setdetachstate UNDETACHED for [{0}]

Reason:
Could not setdetachstate.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00050

Could not setdetachstate DETACHED for [{0}]

Reason:
Could not setdetachstate.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00051

Unable to create thread! [{0}][{1}]

Reason:
Unable to create thread.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_00053

[0] not joined: {1}

Reason:
Join error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00054

The string provided for field <{0}> is too long: {1}

Reason:
The string is too long.

Action:
Choose a shorter string.

CAUAJM_E_00056

Unable to add Filter: cannot locate JFilter object.

Reason:
Unable to add Filter: cannot locate JFilter Object.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_E_00061

Machine <{0}> is not defined in the database.

Reason:
The machine is not available.

Action:
Define the machine to the database.
CAUAJM_E_00062

Unsupported machine type for authentication.

Reason:
The machine type defined is unsuitable for authentication.

Action:
Specify a different machine.

CAUAJM_E_00063

Database error during authentication.

Reason:
A database error occurred retrieving a machine definition used for authentication.

Action:
Check the application server log for errors.

CAUAJM_E_00064

Return code {0} received processing request.

Reason:
An unexpected error occurred identified by the return code.

Action:
Check that the agent used for authentication is running and configured correctly. Contact Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_00065

Validation Internal Error: User failed authentication

Reason:
The product instance has not been configured with internal user.

Action:
Define the specified user according to the security implemented.
CAUAJM_E_00066

Validation Failure: Artifact \"{0}\" failed authentication.

Reason:
The artifact provided is invalid.

Action:
Acquire a new artifact and retry.

CAUAJM_E_00067

Validation Internal Error: Artifact \"{0}\" failed authentication.

Reason:
The product instance has not been configured to run under CA EEM security.

Action:
Reconfigure the product or change the authentication method.

CAUAJM_E_00076

{0} {1} failed. Error: {2}\n
Reason:
WSAStartup failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00088

Could not get host information for [{0}]. Not started.

Reason:
Could not get host information.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_00094

Unable to obtain routine address for <{0}> in library <{1}>.

Reason:
The system cannot locate the address for the specified function in the library, typically when the specified library is unavailable.

Action:
Verify that the required library is available on the system.

CAUAJM_E_00095

Unable to load the email notification library <{0}>.

Reason:
Unable to load required library.

Action:
Make sure the required library is available on the system.

CAUAJM_E_00096

Unable to determine current user credentials.

Reason:
Unknown.

Action:
Unknown.

CAUAJM_E_00099

Get userid failed; error code={0}.

Reason:
Unable to get current userid. The message is not forwarded to Unicenter Event Management.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support.
CAUAJM_E_00100

Get machine name failed; error code={0}.

Reason:
Unable to get current machine name. The message is not forwarded to Unicenter Event Management.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support.

CAUAJM_E_00101

An error has occurred calling Unicenter Event Management - EmEvt_wto rc={0} apirc={1}

Reason:
An error has occurred calling Unicenter Event Management.

Action:
Review overall return code. Take action as needed. Otherwise contact CA Technical Support.

CAUAJM_E_00102

Notification request aborted.

Reason:
Unable to load required library. The notification request has been aborted.

Action:
Make sure the Notification component is installed and the required library is available on the system.

CAUAJM_E_00103

Unable to obtain routine address for {0} in library {1}; Notification request aborted.

Reason:
Unable to locate function address in library. Notification request aborted.

Action:
Make sure the Notification component is installed and the required library is available on the system.
CAUAJM_E_00104

Failed to open the Notification interface rc = {0}

Reason:
Unable to open the Notification interface.

Action:
Make sure the Notification component is installed and is active.

CAUAJM_E_00105

Notification provider was not supplied. Request aborted.

Reason:
The notification provider was not supplied.

Action:
Review the attributes of the job for which the notification was being sent.

CAUAJM_E_00106

Failed to set {0} rc = {1}

Reason:
Unable to set parameter.

Action:
Review the return code from Unicenter Notification and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00107

Failed to issue Notification Services request rc = {0}  JOB: {1}

Reason:
Unable to issue notification request.

Action:
Review the return code from Unicenter Notification Services and take action as required.
CAUAJM_E_00108

Service Desk login failure rc = {0}

Reason:
Service Desk login failure.

Action:
Make sure Service Desk Web Service is properly installed and accessible through the network.

CAUAJM_E_00109

{0}

Reason:
Service Desk SOAP FAULT message.

Action:
Review message and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00110

{0}

Reason:
Service Desk SOAP FAULT DETAIL message.

Action:
Review message and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00111

{0}

Reason:
Service Desk SOAP FAULT LOCATION message.

Action:
Review message and take action as required.
**CAUAJM_E_00112**

Failure obtaining Service Desk user handle for user {0} rc = {1}

**Reason:**
Failure obtaining Service Desk user handle for user.

**Action:**
Make sure the user has been defined to the Service Desk Web Service.

**CAUAJM_E_00113**

Failure obtaining Service Desk customer handle for customer {0} rc = {1}

**Reason:**
Failure obtaining ServiceDesk customer handle for customer.

**Action:**
Make sure the customer has been defined to the ServiceDesk Web Service.

**CAUAJM_E_00114**

Service Desk request failure rc = {0}

**Reason:**
Failure creating ServiceDesk request.

**Action:**
Review the return code and take action as needed.

**CAUAJM_E_00115**

Unable to obtain Service Desk login user and password from config file/registry.

**Reason:**
Unable to obtain Service Desk login user and password from config file/registry.

**Action:**
Ensure the user/encrypted password combination is set for configuration variable ServiceDeskUser. Try re-generating and setting encrypted password.
CAUAJM_E_00116

Service Desk user is not available. Request aborted.

Reason:
Service Desk user is not available. Request aborted.

Action:
Ensure the user/encrypted password combination is set for configuration variable ServiceDeskUser. Try re-generating, setting encrypted password and restart the Scheduler.

CAUAJM_E_00118

Service Desk request failed  JOB: {0}

Reason:
Unable to create a Service Desk request.

Action:
Refer to prior messages for cause and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00121

Notification Services request failure  JOB: {0}

Reason:
Unable to send Notification Services request.

Action:
Refer to prior messages for cause and take action as required.

CAUAJM_E_00123

Error parsing svcdesk_attr keyword/keyword value pair. Request aborted.

Reason:
Error parsing svcdesk_attr keyword/keyword value pair.

Action:
Review the JIL svcdesk_attr attribute to ensure the input string has been coded in keyword/keyword value pairs. If multiple attributes are specified they must be comma separated.
**CAUAJM_E_00124**

Duplicate Service Desk keyword detected "(0)". Requested aborted.

**Reason:**
A duplicate keyword has been detected within the Service Desk JIL input.

**Action:**
Review the JIL job definition for the specified duplicate keyword and remove accordingly.

**CAUAJM_E_00125**

Notify request was rejected.

**Reason:**
Unicenter Notification rejected the request.

**Action:**
Using the Unicenter Notification Status UI check the request for indications of the problem. Take action as required.

**CAUAJM_E_00126**

UNS Diagnostic: {0}

**Reason:**
Unicenter Notification diagnostic message for the failing request.

**Action:**
Take action as required by the message(s).
CAUAJM_E_00131

An unrecoverable error has occurred or the maximum number of allowable errors has been exceeded. Unicenter Event Management messaging has been disabled.

Reason:
An unrecoverable error has occurred or the maximum number of allowable errors has been exceeded. Unicenter Event Management messaging is disabled.

Action:
Review any previous error messages pertaining to Unicenter Event Management. Take action as required and recycle the Scheduler to reinstate Unicenter Event Management messaging.

CAUAJM_E_00132

Database indicates failover status. Shutting down.

Reason:
Database indicates failover status. Shutting down.

Action:
Determine problem that caused failover and restart system.

CAUAJM_E_00133

The shadow and tie-breaker are both missing. The primary must shutdown.

Reason:
The shadow and tie-breaker are both missing. The primary must shutdown.

Action:
Determine why shadow and tie-breaker are missing and restart system.

CAUAJM_E_00136

Database indicates Fail-over status. Shadow taking over.

Reason:
Shadow taking over due to fail-over.

Action:
Determine problem that caused fail-over and restart system.
**CAUJM_E_00143**

Database no longer indicates Fail-over status. Shadow must shut down.

**Reason:**
Database status has changed from Fail-over.

**Action:**
Manually determine scheduler statuses and restart the system.

**CAUJM_E_00148**

The primary and tie-breaker are both missing. The shadow must shutdown.

**Reason:**
The primary and tie-breaker are both missing. The shadow must shutdown.

**Action:**
Determine why shadow and tie-breaker are missing and restart system.

**CAUJM_E_00159**

Unexpected error in NTthread.cpp. Function: {0}; File: {1}; Line: {2}

**Reason:**
Unknown.

**Action:**
Unknown.

**CAUJM_E_00160**

WaitForSingleObject failed. Return code [{0}].

**Reason:**
Unknown.

**Action:**
Unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_00161**

GetLastError(): [{0}]

**Reason:**
Unknown.

**Action:**
Unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_00165**

The {0} primary scheduler is already running on machine: {1}. Startup aborted.

**Reason:**
The primary scheduler is already running on the specified machine. Startup aborted.

**Action:**
Shutdown the active primary scheduler before starting a new scheduler on this machine.

**CAUAJM_E_00166**

The {0} shadow scheduler is already running on machine: {1}. Startup aborted.

**Reason:**
The shadow scheduler is already running on the specified machine. Startup aborted.

**Action:**
Shutdown the active shadow scheduler before starting a new scheduler on this machine.

**CAUAJM_E_00170**

The {0} tie-breaker scheduler is already running on machine: {1}. Startup aborted.

**Reason:**
The tie-breaker scheduler is already running on the specified machine. Startup aborted.

**Action:**
Shutdown the active tie-breaker scheduler before starting a new scheduler on this machine.
CAUAJM_E_00171

Database error encountered while trying to determine if scheduler is already running, startup aborted.

Reason:
Database error encountered while trying to determine if scheduler is already running, startup aborted.

Action:
Check the database status.

CAUAJM_E_00172

Database error encountered while initializing the high availability system. Startup aborted.

Reason:
Database error encountered while initializing the high availability system. Startup aborted.

Action:
Check the status of the database.

CAUAJM_E_00179

Unable to load the CA Secure Sockets Adapter shared library dynamically. Process terminating.

Reason:
The CA Secure Sockets Adapter shared library could not be loaded. The library could have been moved, renamed, or deleted.

Action:
Check if the CA Secure Sockets Adapter files have been moved, renamed, or deleted.
**CAUAJM_E_00191**

Shutdown notification for the primary scheduler was not written into any database.

**Reason:**
Shutdown notification for the primary scheduler was not written into any database.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.

**CAUAJM_E_00192**

Shutdown notification for the shadow scheduler was not written into any database.

**Reason:**
Shutdown notification for the shadow scheduler was not written into any database.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.

**CAUAJM_E_00193**

Shutdown notification for the tie-breaker scheduler was not written into any database.

**Reason:**
Shutdown notification for the tie-breaker scheduler was not written into any database.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.

**CAUAJM_E_00194**

Shutdown notifications for all application servers were not written into any database.

**Reason:**
Shutdown notifications for all application servers were not written into any database.

**Action:**
Investigate the state of both databases.
CAUAJM_E_00196

Failover notification was not written into any database.

Reason:
Failover notification was not written into any database.

Action:
Investigate the state of both databases.

CAUAJM_E_00200

Encryption/Decryption Failed. Module: {0}, Error: {1}, Possible Cause: {2}\n
Reason:
Encryption/Decryption Failed

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_E_00205

Restart notification for the shadow scheduler was not written into any database.

Reason:
Restart notification for the shadow scheduler was not written into any database.

Action:
Investigate the state of both databases.

CAUAJM_E_00337

Service Desk request failed due to error.

Reason:
Unable to create a Service Desk request.

Action:
Refer to prior messages for cause and take action as required.
CAUAJM_E_10000

Invalid value "\{0\}" specified for keyword \{1\}.

Reason:
Invalid value specified for job keyword.

Action:
Re-submit the request with a valid value for the keyword.

CAUAJM_E_10001

Unable to execute a request originating from a source that is not authenticated.

Reason:
The unauthenticated user mode is set to STRICT or EXTERNAL, and the request executed by the CA Workload Automation AE SDK program is missing required user authentication information.

Action:
Troubleshoot the CA Workload Automation AE SDK program code to ensure that it authenticates the user and sets the user in the request and then recompile and execute the program, or contact your security administrator for assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10002

Unable to retrieve connection information for instance <\{0\}>.

Reason:
The specified instance does not exist in the external configuration information, or it is not of AppServer type.

Action:
CAUAJM_E_10003

User \(<\{0\}>\) on machine \(<\{1\}>\) is not authenticated.

Reason:
The request contains information for a user that is not authenticated.

Action:
Troubleshoot the CA Workload Automation AE SDK program code to ensure that it authenticates the user and sets the user in the request and then recompile and execute the program, or contact your security administrator for assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10004

Error retrieving current user and machine.

Reason:
Error retrieving current user and machine.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10005

Attempt to create a local API connection when one has already been created.

Reason:
API connection has already been created.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10006

Unable to load libtx_local.

Reason:
Unable to load libtx_local.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10007**

Unable to get address for createTx.

**Reason:**
Unable to get address for createTx.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10008**

Unable to get address for deleteTx.

**Reason:**
Unable to get address for deleteTx.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10009**

Unable to load libtx_remote.

**Reason:**
Unable to load libtx_remote.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10010**

Fatal error. Process terminating. [0][1]

**Reason:**
Fatal Error.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10011

The specified job field "{0}" can not be saved as type {1}.

Reason:
The set method was called with an invalid job type field.

Action:
Call the set method with a valid job type field.

CAUAJM_E_10012

Unable to get address for createTxRemote.

Reason:
Unable to get address for createTxRemote.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10013

Failed to load {0} shared library.

Reason:
Failed to load DRM shared library.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10014

Error establishing a database connection.

Reason:
Error establishing database connection.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10016

This request [{0}] came from a previous instance and cannot be processed.

Reason:
Request cannot be processed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10018

CONDITION ERROR: Unbalanced parentheses in logical expression.

Reason:
Unbalanced parentheses in logical expression.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10019

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid external instance {0}: exceeds {1} characters.

Reason:
Error with external instance.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10020

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid external instance {0}: illegal use of characters.

Reason:
Invalid characters specified.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10024

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid job name <{0}> exceeds {1} characters

Reason:
Error with jobname in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10025

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid {0}: {1} <{2}>

Reason:
Error with jobname in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10026

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid lookback expression {0}: exceeds {1} characters

Reason:
Error with lookback in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10027

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid lookback expression {0}: must have a non-decimal numeric value

Reason:
Error with lookback in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10029

Communication attempt with the {0} Application Server has failed! [{1}:{2,number,1}]

Reason:
Could not send.

Action:
Make sure the application server is running and the node it is on is available.

CAUAJM_E_10030

Error encountered while reading API results!

Reason:
Could not DQ.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10032

Unable to create server object for host [{0}]

Reason:
The host is invalid.

Action:
Change the host.

CAUAJM_E_10033

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid lookback expression {0}: hours not within range (1-9998)

Reason:
Error with lookback in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10034

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid lookback expression \{0\}: minutes not within range (0-59)

Reason:
Error with lookback in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10035

\{0\} failed! Error: \{1\}

Reason:
WSAStartup failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10036

CONDITION ERROR: Logical operator must have 2 operands

Reason:
Logical operator needs to have 2 operands.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10037

CONDITION ERROR: Illegal Key Word: \{0\}.

Reason:
Illegal Key Word.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10038

Unsupported encryption type specified.

Reason:
An unsupported encryption type was requested to be used.

Action:
Specify a supported encryption type.

CAUJM_E_10041

CONDITION ERROR: Using both ANDs and ORs requires the use of parenthesis.

Reason:
Mixing ANDs and ORs. Please use parenthesis.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUJM_E_10042

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid global variable name <{0}> exceeds {1} characters.

Reason:
Error with global variable name in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10044

Invalid {0} in Registry: {1}

Reason:
Invalid MachineMethod in Registry.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10045

An invalid encryption key was specified.

Reason:
The encryption key specified is invalid.

Action:
Correct the encryption key.

CAUAJM_E_10046

Could not open file: {0}

Reason:
The file could not be opened.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10048

Invalid configuration: there are more than 2 EventServers.

Reason:
More than 2 event servers are defined.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10049

Unable to retrieve instance configuration settings.

Reason:
The configuration settings could not be found.

Action:
Run this application from the product's command prompt.
CAUAJM_E_10050

Invalid {0} in config file: {1}

Reason:
Invalid MachineMethod in config file.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10051

The environmental variable {0} is not set.

Reason:
The given environment variable is not set within the product's environment.

Action:
This indicates that the product's environment was not set or the product is not correctly installed.

CAUAJM_E_10052

The environment variable {0} cannot be longer than 3 characters.

Reason:
The AUTOSERV environment variable is longer than 3 characters.

Action:
Specify a valid instance name for the AUTOSERV environment variable.

CAUAJM_E_10053

CONDITION ERROR: Missing job or global variable name.

Reason:
Errors encountered parsing the name value.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10054

The environmental variable \{0\} is larger then the acceptable length.

Reason:
The given environment variable is too long.

Action:
Specify a valid value for the indicated environmental variable.

CAUAJM_E_10055

\((0) > 80\)

Reason:
See CAUAJM_E_10054.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_E_10056

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid lookback expression \{0\}: value exceeds allowable maximum of 9999 hours.

Reason:
Error with lookback in condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10057

ERROR logging audit data//\{0\} may have unpredictable results

Reason:
ERROR logging audit data//autotrack may have unpredictable results.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10058

Could not load intcodes. Exiting!

**Reason:**
Could not load intcodes.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10059

Unable to encode password.

**Reason:**
Unable to encode password.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10060

Unable to decode password.

**Reason:**
Unable to decode password.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10061

Cannot locate AUTOUSER for instance: {0}

**Reason:**
Unable to locate AUTOUSER for this instance

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10062
Failed to get initial configuration from \{0\} Application Server(s)

Reason:
Failed to get initial configuration the product's Application Server(s).

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10067
Failed to get an event identifier. Scheduler cannot recover and must shutdown.

Reason:
Get EventID failed.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUAJM_E_10068
The specified attribute "\{0\}" was not found.

Reason:
The attribute was not found.

Action:
Call the get method with an attribute that does exist.

CAUAJM_E_10069
sigaction failed\n
Reason:
sigaction failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10072

The Cross Platform Interface is currently not active.

Reason:
The Cross Platform Interface is currently not active..

Action:
Set the CrossPlatformScheduling option to a value of ‘1’ or ‘2’ depending on your installation requirements.

CAUAJM_E_10075

Error initiating communications

Reason:
opening stream socket.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_E_10076

The connection to machine: {0} TIMED OUT.

Reason:
Connection timed out.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_E_10077

Either that machine, or the network to it, is having problems.

Reason:
See CAUAJM_E_10076.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_E_10078**

Could NOT connect to machine: {0}

**Reason:**
The connection to the machine failed.

**Action:**
Check if the agent is installed properly.

**CAUAJM_E_10080**

The Agent Service may not be installed properly.

**Reason:**
See CAUAJM_E_10078.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_E_10081**

The internet daemon or the Agent Service may not be configured properly.

**Reason:**
See CAUAJM_E_10078.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_E_10083**

read failed Win32 socket error={0}\n
**Reason:**
Win socket error.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10084

read failed stream socket.

Reason:
Read failed stream socket.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10085

*** @@ Agent Process not started. ***

Reason:
The agent was not started.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10086

*** @@ Agent Process returned ERROR. ***

Reason:
Error occurred.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10087

\t## socket read <{0}, rc={1}

Reason:
Socket read error.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10088

write failed stream socket.

Reason:
Write failed stream socket.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10089

socket write length mismatch rc={0} wlen={1}

Reason:
Socket write length mismatch.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10090

This must be investigated Manually.

Reason:
This must be investigated manually.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10092

Could not {0}/{1} job: {2} The {3} IS NOT Running, yet the Job is!

Reason:
Failure sending KILLJOB.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10093

Could not {0}/{1} job <{2}>: error code <{3}>.

Reason:
Could not SEND_SIGNAL/KILLJOB.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10094

For further information, see {0} log file.

Reason:
See CAUAJM_E_10093.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_E_10095

Shadow Processor NOT started successfully - Exit Code={0}

Reason:
The shadow processor was not started successfully.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10096**

*Could not Open the Shadow Processor Output File:* \n\nReason:
Could not open the Shadow Processor output file.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10097**

*Make sure the Shadow Machine is properly setup, and that* \n\nReason:
See CAUAJM_E_10096.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_E_10098**

*if {0} is different on that machine that the correct value is* \n\nReason:
See CAUAJM_E_10096.

Action:
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_E_10099**

*defined and exported in {0}.*

Reason:
See CAUAJM_E_10096.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_E_10100**

Could not open Agent File in directory: \{0\}

Reason:
Could not open the Agent File.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10101**

DATABASE setup ERROR: \{0\}

Reason:
Database setup error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10102**

*** ERROR :Bad msg_type \{0\} ***

Reason:
Bad msg_type.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10104**

socket close failed

Reason:
Socket close failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10105

Could not get {0}. Exiting!

Reason:
Could not get EvtNum.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10106

Failed to determine currently logged in user.

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10107

We Cannot Proceed!!! Might have to switch this server off.

Reason:
We cannot proceed, might have to switch this server off.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10110

Database error while fetching row for machine {0}.

Reason:
Database error while fetching row for machine.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10111**

Trouble getting the next {0} for server: {1}

**Reason:**
Trouble getting the next EvtNum for server.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10112**

[*** Unable to get text for intcode {0} ***]

**Reason:**
Unable to get text for intcode.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10113**

[*** Unable to get intcode for text {0} ***]

**Reason:**
Unable to get intcode for text.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10114**

Call to gen_key failed.

**Reason:**
Call to gen_key failed.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10115

The agent encountered an error and cannot retrieve log information for job {0}.

Reason:
The agent encountered an unidentified problem when attempting to retrieve the requested job log information.

Action:
Review additional messages from the agent to determine the problem, and take required action.

CAUJM_E_10117

cHECK_HEARTBEAT: Unable to get run_machine for joid {0}

Reason:
Unable to get run_machine for joid.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10118

{0} {1} for Job: {2}. Trying to send {3} ALARM

Reason:
The send_event failed for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10121

Failed to calculate "{0}" for Job: {1}

Reason:
Failed to calculate calculate next_start for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10123

Trouble updating ",(0)" for job: (1)

Reason:
Trouble updating next_start for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10124

(0) failed to validate hostname (1). Exiting.

Reason:
The specified product failed to validate its hostname. Exiting.

Action:
Make sure that the operating system is able to resolve the specified hostname.

CAUAJM_E_10125

(0) failed to establish a listener at host (1). Exiting.

Reason:
The specified product failed to establish a listener at the specified host. Exiting.

Action:
Check the network settings and port availability for the specified hostname.

CAUAJM_E_10126

(0) cannot use auxiliary agent listener port [(1, number, 0)] because it is not in a valid range. Valid values are (2). Exiting.

Reason:
The Scheduler/App Server cannot use the specified auxiliary agent listener port because it is not in a valid range. Exiting.

Action:
Make sure that the [Scheduler/AppServer]AuxiliaryPort configuration variable specifies a port that is in the valid range.
CAUAJM_E_10127

{0} cannot use communications port [{1,number,0}] as an auxiliary agent listener port because it has been configured through the CA Secure Sockets Adapter. Exiting.

Reason:
Cannot use the specified port as an auxiliary agent listener because it has been configured through the CA Secure Sockets Adapter. Exiting.

Action:
Make sure that the [Scheduler/AppServer]AuxiliaryPort configuration variable specifies a port that has not been configured through the CA Secure Sockets Adapter.

CAUAJM_E_10129

{0} cannot transmit because the Secure Sockets Adapter port configuration is not correct.

Reason:
The specified product cannot transmit because the Secure Sockets Adapter port configuration is not correct.

Action:
Make sure that the specified product is trying to communicate with a Manager or EWA Agent that has been configured through the CA Secure Sockets Adapter or that the [Scheduler/AppServer]AuxiliaryPort is a non-SSA enabled port.

CAUAJM_E_10130

Unable to contact the {0} Agent at [{1}:{2,number,0}]

Reason:
Unable to contact the agent.

Action:
Make sure that the agent is running and the node it is on is available.
CAUAJM_E_10131

Error creating system registry key {0}. EXITING {1}

Reason:
RegCreateKey failed for the given key.

Action:
No action required, program exits.

CAUAJM_E_10132

Unable to contact the Manager at [{0}:{1,number,0}].

Reason:
Unable to contact the manager.

Action:
Make sure the manager is running and the node it is on is available.

CAUAJM_E_10133

Database error occurred while accessing manager information. Exiting.

Reason:
Database error occurred while accessing manager information. Exiting.

Action:
Check the status of the database server.

CAUAJM_E_10136

Value not set error = {0} \n
Reason:
Value not set error.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10137

No SID_# Found

Reason:
No SID_# was found.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10139

Error ({0}) connecting to {1}

Reason:
An error was received while connecting to HKEY_USERS.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10140

INVALID SID

Reason:
Invalid SID

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10141

INVALID pSID

Reason:
Invalid pSID.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10143

The Application Server cannot start because the AutoServerId configuration variable has not been set. Exiting.

Reason:
The Application Server cannot start because the AutoServerId configuration variable has not been set. Exiting.

Action:
Make sure that the AutoServerId configuration variable is defined and specifies a non-empty value.

CAUAJM_E_10144

UNABLE TO LOAD {0} ({1})

Reason:
Load failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10145

{0}: Failed to delete previous {1} events.

Reason:
Failed to delete previous STARTJOB events.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10146

Trouble sending the event {0} to schedule job: {1}

Reason:
Trouble sending event.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10147

Could not create xql process {(0)}

Reason:
Could not create xql process.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10148

Failed to start Alarm timer. {0}d

Reason:
Failed to start Alarm timer.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10151

Trouble sending the event {0} for Job: {1}

Reason:
Trouble sending the event.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10152

Expansion of variable {0} too large. Not expanding {0}

Reason:
Expansion of variable too large.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAM_E_10155

Minutes (MM) cannot be greater than 59.

Reason:
Minutes (MM) cannot be greater than 59.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAM_E_10157

Failed to retrieve pending jobs for machine &lt;{0}&gt;.

Reason:
Problem with database.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAM_E_10159

Hours (HH) cannot be greater than 23.

Reason:
Hours (HH) cannot be greater than 23.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAM_E_10160

The execution of the query experienced an unrecoverable error and will not be retried:

Reason:
The product has detected one or more failures while attempting to execute the query and returned a database error.

Action:
Examine the database errors in the log file or the output and check the state of the database.
CAUAJM_E_10161

Failed to determine hostname. Service desk request aborted.

Reason:
The system call to retrieve the machine's hostname failed.

Action:
Contact technical support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10162

Failed to get next sequence number.

Reason:
Database query failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10163

Exhausted maximum number of query retries.

Reason:
Retried the deadlocked query the maximum number of times.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10164

Communication table entries for qualifier <{0}> could not be modified properly due to a database failure.

Reason:
Communication table entries for the specified qualifier could not be modified properly due to a database failure.

Action:
Check the availability of the database and examine the database logs for error.
CAUAJM_E_10166

Failed to retrieve eoid from database.

Reason:
Database query failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10171

Open Event: {0} Failed.

Reason:
Opening of event failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10172

ERROR SERVICE STOPPED:

Reason:
External error prompted service stop.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10174

WIN32 Function {0} has failed

Reason:
External error prompted service stop.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10178

Start time is outside run window for job: {0}

Reason:
Start time is outside run window for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10179

Sending SNMP trap to <{0}> failed in <{1}> for <{2}> with error code <{3}>

Reason:
SNMP specific failure.

Action:
Contact Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10180

Internal error - failed to find next start date in "{0}"'

Reason:
Internal error - failed to find next start date in get_next_day.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10181

Internal ERROR 3451. Call Tech Support!

Reason:
Internal ERROR 3451. Call Tech Support!

Action:
Call Technical Support.
CAUAJM_E_10182

Invalid time specifications...

Reason:
Invalid time specifications.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10183

Query failed: <{0}>.

Reason:
A database query failed.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10184

Sending SNMP trap to <{0}> failed in <{1}> with error code <{2}>

Reason:
SNMP specific failure.

Action:
Contact Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10185

Trouble sending the event {0} for job : {1}

Reason:
Trouble sending event.

Action:
Required action is not known.
**CAUAJM_E_10187**

Failed to delete job row.

**Reason:**
Failed to delete job row

**Action:**
Required action is not known.

**CAUAJM_E_10192**

Configuration indicates that the Application Server on host {0} is already running with the same {1}. Exiting.

**Reason:**
Configuration indicates that the Application Server on host {0} is already running with the same AutoServerId/AutoServerAliasId. Exiting.

**Action:**
Configure another AutoServerId/AutoServerAliasId, and restart the Application Server.

**CAUAJM_E_10195**

Sending SNMP trap to <{0}> failed in <{1}> with error code <{2}>

**Reason:**
SNMP specific failure.

**Action:**
Contact Technical Support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_E_10200**

<The command to get the machine name for job {0} has timed out.>

**Reason:**
A timeout occurred.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10201

<Could not execute command to get machine name for job {0}.>

Reason:
A failure occurred while executing the command.

Action:
Check the value of the job definition machine attribute.

CAUJM_E_10202

Did not get a machine name from the executed command for job {0}.

Reason:
Did not get a machine name from the executed command.

Action:
Check the value of the job definition machine attribute.

CAUJM_E_10204

Communication attempt with the Manager has failed! [{0}:{1,number,1}]

Reason:
Communication attempt with the Manager has failed.

Action:
Make sure the manager is running and the node it is on is reachable on the network.

CAUJM_E_10206

Scheduler is not active. -l or -p option cannot be used.

Reason:
Scheduler is not active.

Action:
Start the scheduler before using -l or -p option.
CAUAJM_E_10207

Machine <(0)> is unavailable to obtain usage.

Reason:
The machine is unavailable to obtain usage.

Action:
Check the service associated with the machine.

CAUAJM_E_10212

Machine <(0)> is not defined in the database.

Reason:
Machine is unavailable.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10213

The internet daemon may not be configured properly for rstatd. {0}

Reason:
The internet daemon may not be configured properly for rstatd.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10216

Unsupported machine method.

Reason:
Machine method unsupported.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10217**

Failed to obtain the best machine to run job `<{0}>.`

**Reason:**
An unrecoverable program error has occurred.

**Action:**
Review previous messages for an indication of what caused the problem and take required action. If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact technical support.

---

**CAUAJM_E_10219**

Scheduler has not responded in a timely fashion. Try again later.

**Reason:**
Scheduler has not responded in a timely fashion. Try again later.

**Action:**
Could indicate that the Scheduler is too busy to process this request.

---

**CAUAJM_E_10220**

Machine `<{0}>` could not find method vmstat in the `{0}` environment variable. Execute permission denied.

**Reason:**
Machine could not find method vmstat in the `{0}` environment variable. Execute permission denied.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

---

**CAUAJM_E_10221**

Exhausted list of available Application Server(s). Failing request.

**Reason:**
Exhausted list of Application Server(s). Failing request.

**Action:**
Verify the status of the Application Server(s).
CAUAJM_E_10222

{0} (HH:MM) cannot be greater than 23:59

Reason:
The run_window (HH:MM) cannot be greater than 23:59.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10223

Duplicate entry in Comma list.

Reason:
Duplicate entry in comma list.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10224

Internal Date/Time ERROR #3449. Call Tech Support.

Reason:
Internal Date/Time ERROR #3449. Call Tech Support.

Action:
Call Technical Support.

CAUAJM_E_10228

Cannot check permissions: Job "{0}" does not exist!

Reason:
Cannot check permissions.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10229**

Communication attempt with the {0} Agent has failed! [{1}:{2,number,1}]

**Reason:**
Communication attempt with the agent has failed!

**Action:**
Make sure the agent is running and the node it is on is reachable on the network.

**CAUAJM_E_10230**

User:{0} does not have {1} permission on job:{2}

**Reason:**
User does not have the required permission.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10231**

Internal error checking super user access

**Reason:**
Internal error in the super user security key generation algorithm.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10232**

FATAL SECURITY ERROR: ONLY one of the super user fields has been initialized.

**Reason:**
The product has detected corrupt or missing security data in the database.

**Action:**
Contact technical support.
**CAUJM_E_10233**

Owner UserId/Password error! Could not find User [[0]] on Host [[1]]!

Reason:
Owner UserId/Password error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_E_10236**

Communication attempt with the {0} Agent has failed: [[1]:{2,number,1}]

Reason:
Could not send.

Action:
Make sure Agent is running and the node it is on is available.

**CAUJM_E_10237**

The hostname for the {0} Agent at [[1]:{2,number,0}] is either invalid or unreachable over the network.

Reason:
The hostname for the agent is invalid or unreachable over the network.

Action:
Make sure the hostname is pingable and can be resolved by the Domain Name Server or hosts files.

**CAUJM_E_10238**

Query FAILED. Assuming {0} = 0.

Reason:
Query FAILED. Assuming AutoTrack = 0.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10240**

**ERROR:** Unable to insert \{0\} table for Job:\{1\}\{2\}\{3\}

**Reason:**
Unable to insert ext_job table for job.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10241**

*Error interrogating \{0\} database table for rows where \{1\}.*

**Reason:**
An unrecoverable program error has occurred.

**Action:**
Review previous messages for an indication of what caused the problem and take required action. If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact technical support.

**CAUAJM_E_10242**

**ERROR:** Could not post change to \{0\} table!!!

**Reason:**
Could not post change to job_status table.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10243**

**ERROR:** Could not INSERT information for running job \[{0}\]!!!

**Reason:**
Could not INSERT into ujo_job_runs table.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10244

ERROR: Could not UPDATE information for running job [(0)]!!!

Reason:
Could not UPDATE ujo_job_runs table.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10245

Trouble with the stored procedure: chase_state.

Reason:
Trouble with the stored procedure: chase_state..

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10246

Cannot find timezone {0} in database, trying as-is

Reason:
Cannot find timezone in database.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10247

DB Server error during {0} SP.

Reason:
DB Server error during send_event SP.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10248

{0} SP detected a duplicate event.

Reason:
send_event SP detected a duplicate event.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10249

{0} SP insertion failed.

Reason:
send_event SP insertion failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10250

We cannot send {0} event, Because {1} job(s) depend on job:{2}

Reason:
We cannot send EXTERNAL_DEPENDENCY event.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10251

Eoid during {0} is empty.

Reason:
The event is not sent out.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10252

MONBRO ERROR: Monitor/Browser (0) < Monitor/Browser name contains one or more invalid characters or symbols >

Reason:
Error with monitor/browser name.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10253

Trouble sending info to the database(s).

Reason:
Trouble sending info to the database(s).

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10254

MONBRO ERROR: < Monitor/Browser must have a name >

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.

CAUAJM_E_10255

MONBRO ERROR: < Mode missing - choose *Monitor* or *Browser* >

Reason:
Informational only.

Action:
No action is required.
**CAUAJM_E_10256**

MONBRO ERROR: < Job Name or "ALL Jobs" assignment missing >

**Reason:**
Informational only.

**Action:**
No action is required.

**CAUAJM_E_10257**

Potential corruption of job data for joid <{0}>

**Reason:**
Potential corruption of job data for joid.

**Action:**
Check the ujo_job database table to verify the job definition.

**CAUAJM_E_10259**

Job Name must be specified.

**Reason:**
The job name must be specified.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10260**

Error getting number of global variables.

**Reason:**
Error in getting number of global variables.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
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CAUAJM_E_10261

The hostname for the Manager at {{0}:{1,number,0}} is either invalid or unreachable over the network.

Reason:
The hostname for the manager is invalid or unreachable over the network.

Action:
Make sure the hostname is pingable and can be resolved by the Domain Name Server or hosts files.

CAUAJM_E_10262

get_jobs({0}) FAILED.

Reason:
get_jobs FAILED.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10263

{0}() {1} for Job: {2}. Trying to send {3} Event to kid joid: {4}

Reason:
send_event() FAILED.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10266

Cannot Evaluate Conditions on Job: {0} THIS JOB WILL NOT START!

Reason:
Cannot evaluate conditions on job.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10267

**Could not get status and {0} for Job: {1} in {2}()

Reason:
Could not get status and exit_code for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10270

**Failed to load {0} shared library for <{1}>

Reason:
Failed to load DRM shared library for DB.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10271

**ERROR - Could not access the {0} table for job <{1}>. The override will not be CANCELLED.

Reason:
Could not access the specified table for the given job. The override will not be CANCELLED.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10272

**ERROR - Could not update the {0} table for job <{1}>. The override will not be CANCELLED.

Reason:
Could not update the specified table for the given job. The override will not be CANCELLED.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10273

CONDITION ERROR: Missing operand.

Reason:
Missing operand.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10274

CONDITION ERROR: Empty expression detected.

Reason:
Empty expression.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10275

CONDITION ERROR: Illegal Comparison Expression: {0}.

Reason:
Illegal Comparison Expression: {0}.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10277

ERROR for job: {0} < "{1}" is a reserved keyword and cannot be specified for jobname>

Reason:
Invalid job name has been specified.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10278

MONBRO ERROR: Monitor/Browser {0} < "{1}" is a reserved keyword and cannot be specified for Monitor/Browser name >

Reason:
Invalid job name has been specified.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10279

Invalid Job Name: {0} {1} not performed.

Reason:
Invalid job name.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10280

Failed to delete joid: {0}.

Reason:
Failed to delete joid.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10281

ERROR for Job: {0} < {1}>

Reason:
Error for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10285
Failed to reconstruct job"s condition from its atomic conditions for {0}.

Reason:
Failed to reconstruct job's condition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10286
Failed to generate job_key.

Reason:
Failed to generate the job_key.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10287
*** CANNOT INSERT {0}: {1}, because it ALREADY EXISTS ***

Reason:
Cannot insert monbro.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10288
*** CANNOT INSERT Job: {0}, because it ALREADY EXISTS ***

Reason:
Cannot insert the job.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10289

There was some trouble with setting the Condition for job: {0}.

Reason:
There was some trouble with Condition processing for the job. The job minus the condition attribute has been added to the database.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10290

There was some trouble with setting the Box {0} Condition for job: {1}.

Reason:
There was some trouble with setting the Box Condition for the job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10292

Unable to check conditions for job: {0}.

Reason:
Unable to check conditions for the job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10293

{0} FAILED. Trying to {1} for job {2}.

Reason:
send_event FAILED. Trying to DELETEJOB for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10294

Error retrieving job <{0}>.

Reason:
Error retrieving the job.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10295

ERROR! Job "{0}" failed custom job validation.

Reason:
Job failed custom validation.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10297

Invalid job name: {0} OVER-RIDE not performed

Reason:
Invalid job name.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10299

{0} FAILED. Trying to {1} for machine {2}.

Reason:
send_event FAILED. Trying to INVALIDATE_MACH for machine.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10301**

Trouble with Setting Starting Condition for joid: \{0\}

**Reason:**
Trouble with setting the starting condition for the joid.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10302**

Database Change WAS NOT successful.

**Reason:**
The database change was not successful.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10303**

ERROR for Machine: \{0\} < machine "\{1\}" does not exist >

**Reason:**
The machine does not exist.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10304**

Error validating Machine \{0\}

**Reason:**
Unable to determine the machine's existence.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10305**

*** CANNOT INSERT Machine: {0}, because it ALREADY EXISTS ***

**Reason:**
Cannot insert the machine.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10306**

Unable to Insert Machine {0}

**Reason:**
Unable to Insert the Machine.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10307**

Unable to Delete Machine {0}

**Reason:**
Unable to perform Delete for the Machine name.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10308**

Invalid Machine Name: {0} {1} not performed.

**Reason:**
Invalid Machine Name.

**Action:**
Refer to the CA Workload Automation AE Reference Guide for information on valid characters for machine names.
**CAUAJM_E_10309**

Failed to retrieve atomic conditions for {0}.

**Reason:**
Failed to retrieve the atomic conditions for the job.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10310**

Failed to get job for joid <{0}>.

**Reason:**
Failed to get the job for the joid.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10311**

Failed to retrieve dependents for {0}.

**Reason:**
Failed to retrieve dependents for the job.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10312**

Failed to retrieve joids from the database.

**Reason:**
Failed to retrieve joids from the database.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10313

Unable to retrieve job for joid 

Reason:
Unable to retrieve the job for joid.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10314

Memory boundary failure while checking list of job identifiers.

Reason:
Memory boundary failure occurred while checking list of job identifiers.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10315

Error retrieving children for joid 

Reason:
Error retrieving children for joid.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10316

Error getting joids.

Reason:
Error getting joids.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUJM_E_10317**

Cannot add non "{0}"-type compatible Machine {1} to "{0}"-type virtual machine list

Reason:
Cannot add non-compatible Machine to virtual machine list.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_E_10318**

ERROR Circular definition: Cannot add self to virtual machine list

Reason:
ERROR Circular definition: Cannot add self to virtual machine list.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_E_10319**

Server timezone initialization error. You need to execute the Scheduler component at least once before running any client application.

Reason:
Server timezone initialization error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

**CAUJM_E_10320**

Failed to retrieve jobs from database.

Reason:
Failed to retrieve jobs from the database.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10322**

Failed to retrieve details for joid {0} with run_num {1}.

**Reason:**
Failed to retrieve details for the joid.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10323**

Failed to retrieve details for job <{0}>. The run number specified is invalid.

**Reason:**
Failed to retrieve the details for the job. The run number specified is invalid.

**Action:**
Specify a valid run number.

**CAUAJM_E_10325**

Failed to retrieve details information for joid <{0}> with run_num <{1}>.

**Reason:**
Failed to retrieve details information for the joid.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10328**

Error retrieving global variable information from the database.

**Reason:**
An error retrieving global variable information from the database occurred.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10329

Access rights could not be obtained to view all global variables for Instance {0}!

Reason:
Access rights could not be obtained to view all global variables for the Instance.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10331

Error loading machine details from the database.

Reason:
An error occurred loading the machine details from the database.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10332

Error loading machine jobs from the database.

Reason:
An error occurred loading machine jobs from the database.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10334

Error retrieving machine jobs from the database.

Reason:
An error occurred retrieving machine jobs from the database.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10335

Out of memory.

Reason:
Out of memory error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10336

There are No EVENTS to Un-Send.

Reason:
There are no events to un-send.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10337

Could not mark event <{0}> as unsent.

Reason:
Could not mark event unsent.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10338

Cannot change to requested status manually.

Reason:
Cannot change to requested status manually.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10339

Invalid status.

Reason:
Invalid status.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10340

Invalid job name.

Reason:
Invalid job name.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10341

Unable to get job/box/application/group name.

Reason:
Unable to get job/box name.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10342

Invalid queue priority.

Reason:
Invalid queue priority.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10343

Real machine <{0}> does not exist.

Reason:
Real machine does not exist.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10344

Failed to read job statuses from the database.

Reason:
Failed to read job statuses from the database.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10346

Signals can only be sent to {0} jobs.

Reason:
Signals can only be sent to command jobs.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10347

Subroutine {0}() failed, event not sent!

Reason:
Subroutine send_event failed. The event was not sent.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10354

Machine: {0} defined as virtual. Virtual machines may not belong to other virtual machines.

Reason:
The machine is defined as virtual. Virtual machines may not belong to other virtual machines.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10355

An invalid security class has been specified.

Reason:
The API has been passed as an invalid security class.

Action:
Correct the class name and resubmit the request.

CAUJM_E_10356

An invalid access level has been specified.

Reason:
The API has been passed as an invalid access level.

Action:
Correct the access level and resubmit the request.

CAUJM_E_10357

ERROR for Machine: < cannot be a keyword > {0} not performed.

Reason:
Invalid Machine Name. Name cannot be a keyword.

Action:
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CAUAJM_E_10359

Server: {0} Not Defined!!! ERROR!!!.

Reason:
The Server is not defined.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10361

DBSETLHOST() failed with hostname of "{0}".

Reason:
DBSETLHOST() failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10362

ct_con_props(CS_USERNAME) failed with user of "{0}".

Reason:
ct_con_props(CS_USERNAME) failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10363

ct_con_props(CS_PASSWORD) failed with password of "{0}".

Reason:
ct_con_props(CS_PASSWORD) failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10364

c_t_con_props(CS_APPNAME) failed with appname of "\{0\}".

Reason:
c_t_con_props(CS_APPNAME) failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10365

Could not turn off character conversion.

Reason:
Could not turn off character conversion.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10366

Error turning on Sybase password encryption.

Reason:
An error occurred turning on the Sybase password encryption.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10368

Database error occurred while retrieving the database password.

Reason:
A database error occurred while retrieving the database password.

Action:
Verify the state of the database.
CAUAJM_E_10369

Database error updating the extended runtime information for job ID \{0\}

Reason:
Database error updating the extended runtime information for job ID.

Action:
Check the database status.

CAUAJM_E_10370

Database error retrieving the extended runtime information for job ID \{0\}

Reason:
Database error retrieving the extended runtime information for job ID.

Action:
Check the database status.

CAUAJM_E_10372

This job’s type does not support the KILLJOB operation. Event not sent for job \{0\}.

Reason:
This job’s type does not support the KILLJOB operation. The Event is not sent for the specified job.

Action:
Do not issue a KILLJOB event for this job.

CAUAJM_E_10373

Job \{0\} has no extended runtime information.

Reason:
The specified job has no extended runtime information.

Action:
Check the database status.
CAUAJM_E_10375

Job <{0}> is in a {1} status. Please respond with a {2} event or end the job with a {3} event.

Reason:
The specified job is in a WAIT_REPLY status. Please respond with a REPLY_RESPONSE event or end the job with a KILLJOB event.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10376

Timed out waiting for the rstatd internet daemon on [{0}].

Reason:
The job timed out waiting for the rstatd internet daemon on the specified machine.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10377

Expanded value for attribute <{0}> exceeds {1,number,0} characters. Job "(2)" cannot start.

Reason:
Expanded value for the specified attribute exceeds the specified number of characters. Job cannot start.

Action:
Ensure that the global variable substitution in the attribute value fits within the specified number of characters.

CAUAJM_E_10381

*** CANNOT INSERT Job Type: {0}, because it ALREADY EXISTS ***

Reason:
The job type already exists.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10383
Failed to obtain the target machine for job {0} from the database.
Reason:
Failed to obtain the target machine for the job from the database.
Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10384
Failed to obtain status for global variable {0} from the database.
Reason:
Failed to obtain the status for the global variable from the database.
Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10385
Error setting CS_DIAG_TIMEOUT timeout to true.
Reason:
cs_con_props(CS_DIAG_TIMEOUT) failed.
Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10386
Receive timed out. Agent on [{0}] is in question.
Reason:
Receive from Agent timed out.
Action:
Could indicate loss of network connection.
CAUAJM_E_10387

Invalid data received from the CA Workload Automation AE Agent on [{0}]

Reason:
Invalid data received from the CA Workload Automation AE Agent.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10388

ERROR for Machine: {0} < {1} >

Reason:
Error for job Jil definition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10390

ERROR for Monbro: {0} < {1} >

Reason:
Error for machine Jil definition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10393

ERROR for Blob/Glob: {0} < {1} >

Reason:
Error for blob/glob Jil definition.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10395

ERROR for External Instance: {0} < {1} >

Reason:
Error for External Instance Jil definition.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10397

Unknown job type: {0} for job: {1}

Reason:
Job has unknown job type.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10398

*** Cannot Insert/Update/Query/Delete Job Type: {0}, because it DOES NOT EXIST ***

Reason:
Job type does not exist.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10399

Insert/Update/Query/Delete of reserved job type: {0} is NOT allowed

Reason:
Cannot Insert/Update/Query/Delete reserved job type.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10433

Could not obtain security server from the database!

Reason:
Error occurred while accessing the database for the security server name.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10434

Error initiating security session!

Reason:
Error occurred while initiating the security session.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10435

Memory allocation error!

Reason:
Error allocating memory.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10436

Security server unreachable or invalid authentication certificate file!

Reason:
Security server information may be inaccurate or certificate file may be corrupt.

Action:
Try running autosys_secure to reset the security server or regenerate the certificate file.
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CAUAJM_E_10437

Detailed Error Information:

Reason:
Information regarding last failure.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10443

Security server unreachable or invalid credentials!

Reason:
Security server information or credentials may be inaccurate.

Action:
Try running autosys_secure to reset the security server or enter valid credentials.

CAUAJM_E_10444

Error generating certificate file!

Reason:
Security server failed to generate certificate file.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10445

Error accessing the security information in the database!

Reason:
A Database error has occurred.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10448

FATAL SECURITY ERROR: Tampering or corruption of the security-related database keys detected!

Reason:
The CA Workload Automation AE has detected corrupt or missing security data in the database.

Action:
Contact CA Workload Automation AE technical support.

CAUAJM_E_10449

Please contact {0} technical support!

Reason:
A serious error has occurred that requires the attention of technical support.

Action:
Contact CA Workload Automation AE technical support.

CAUAJM_E_10451

Someone may have been tampering with the Database and attempted to change the {0} Super User: {1} by hand!

Reason:
The CA Workload Automation AE has detected corrupt or missing security data in the database.

Action:
Contact CA Workload Automation AE Technical Support.

CAUAJM_E_10459

Security server information unavailable! Run autosys_secure option 1 to enable eTrust IAM Toolkit security for this instance!

Reason:
Security server information is unavailable.

Action:
Run autosys_secure option 1 to enable eTrust IAM Toolkit security for this instance.
CAUAJM_E_10460

The MACH_OFFLINE and MACH_ONLINE events cannot be used against VIRTUAL machine <{0}>.

Reason:
The machine offline and online event cannot be used against a virtual machine.

Action:
Specify a real machine name and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_10461

{0} ERROR: {1} < {2} >

Reason:
Error for job or global blob.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10462

Failed to retrieve time offset from database

Reason:
Database Error on query.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10464

Could not find valid machines for job [{0} {1,number,1}.{2,number,1}.{3,number,1}]

Reason:
The input machine list does not contain any valid machines.

Action:
Please check the input machine list to make sure it contains valid machines.
**CAUAJM_E_10465**

{0} shadow scheduler encountered a database error while notifying agents.

**Reason:**
The shadow scheduler encountered a database error while while notifying agents.

**Action:**
Check the status of the database.

**CAUAJM_E_10466**

Unable to query Virtual Resource dependency details for job [{0} {1,number,1}.{2,number,1}.{3,number,1}]

**Reason:**
Database Error on query.

**Action:**
Check the log file for possible reasons of query failure and act accordingly.

**CAUAJM_E_10467**

Unable to query Real Resource dependency details for job [{0} {1,number,1}.{2,number,1}.{3,number,1}]

**Reason:**
A database error occurred on the query.

**Action:**
Check the log file for possible reasons of query failure and act accordingly.

**CAUAJM_E_10469**

Unable to delete resource usage for job [{0} {1,number,1}.{2,number,1}.{3,number,1}]

**Reason:**
A database error occurred on delete.

**Action:**
Check the log file for possible reasons of query failure and act accordingly.
CAUAJM_E_10476

Error loading Resource Manager.

Reason:
Error loading Resource Manager.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10477

Error connecting to the {0} Manager

Reason:
Error connecting to the DCA Manager with the specified url

Action:
Check the DCA Manager credentials.

CAUAJM_E_10479

Error - Input machine list empty

Reason:
The input machine list is empty.

Action:
Need a valid CSV input machine list.

CAUAJM_E_10480

Error - No target machine specified

Reason:
Target machine not specified.

Action:
Need an input machine.
CAUAJM_E_10481

Error - No target machine user specified

Reason:
Target machine user not specified.

Action:
Need target machine user for deployment.

CAUAJM_E_10482

Error - No password of the target machine user specified

Reason:
Target machine password not specified.

Action:
Need target machine user password for deployment.

CAUAJM_E_10483

Error - No JobId specified

Reason:
Prep JobId not specified.

Action:
Need a valid prep JobId.

CAUAJM_E_10484

Machine {0}: Provision Error - {1}

Reason:
PrepStatus returned error.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10486

(0) primary scheduler encountered a database error while notifying agents.

Reason:
The primary scheduler encountered a database error while notifying agents.

Action:
Check the status of the database.

CAUAJM_E_10487

An error occurred uploading the certificate file to the database.

Reason:
A program or database error prevents the storage of the authentication certificate in the database.

Action:
Check previous messages for an indication of what caused the problem and take required action. If you cannot determine the cause of the problem, contact technical support.

CAUAJM_E_10488

Resource Manager not available. Unable to process request.

Reason:
Resource Manager not loaded during startup.

Action:
Check the server log file for errors during startup. Fix the problem and restart server.

CAUAJM_E_10494

Missing value for "{0}"

Reason:
Required value is missing.

Action:
Specify the required value.
CAUAJM_E_10495

Database error encountered while accessing virtual resource data.

**Reason:**
Database Error on query.

**Action:**
Check the log file for possible reasons of database query failure and act accordingly.

CAUAJM_E_10497

{0} scheduler encountered a database error while resolving the localhost machine.

**Reason:**
Scheduler encountered a database error while resolving the localhost machine.

**Action:**
Check the status of the database.

CAUAJM_E_10498

{0} scheduler failed to establish the required listeners.

**Reason:**
Scheduler failed to establish the required listeners.

**Action:**
Check the Manager port and the Secure Sockets Adapter configurations.

CAUAJM_E_10500

Invalid job specification for retrieving successors.

**Reason:**
Must specify non-wildcard job name.

**Action:**
Re-execute the query with a non-wildcard job name.
CAUAJM_E_10501

Invalid state for alarm.

Reason:
API called with an incorrect state parameter.

Action:
Recall API with valid state parameter.

CAUAJM_E_10502

Alarm does not exist.

Reason:
Alarm eoid specified in update does not exist.

Action:
Recall API with valid alarm eoid.

CAUAJM_E_10503

{0} primary scheduler encountered a problem starting up and must shut down.

Reason:
The primary scheduler encountered a problem starting up and must shut down.

Action:
Check the scheduler log for details.

CAUAJM_E_10504

Alarm response is too long.

Reason:
Alarm response specified in API call is too long.

Action:
Recall API with shorter response string.
CAUAJM_E_10505

Invalid object type specified in call to API.

Reason:
Invalid object type specified in call to API.

Action:
Recall API with valid object type.

CAUAJM_E_10506

Failed to retrieve job with joid <{0}>.

Reason:
Job is not in the database.

Action:
Call API with existing job.

CAUAJM_E_10507

Failed to retrieve job <{0}>.

Reason:
Job is not in the database.

Action:
Call API with existing job.

CAUAJM_E_10510

Error modifying jobs affected by calendar change.

Reason:
Could not modify job start times based on change of calendar.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10512

Failed to check existence of \{0\} extended calendar.

Reason:
Query failed. Could not check the calendar.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10513

Failed to retrieve cal_id of holiday calendar.

Reason:
QUERY failed. Could to retrieve a database field.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10514

Holiday calendar may not be an extended calendar

Reason:
Holiday calendar must be a standard calendar.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10515

Request was not fulfilled within its expiration time.

Reason:
Request was not fulfilled within its expiration time.

Action:
Set a higher value for the MaxExpirationSeconds attribute of the request.
**CAUAJM_E_10516**

Request was not fulfilled within its expiration time by the CA WA AE Application Server: [application server host]:CA Portal

**Reason:**
Request was not fulfilled within its expiration time by the Application Server.

**Action:**
Set a higher value for the MaxExpirationSeconds attribute of the request.

**CAUAJM_E_10517**

Failed to retrieve id of extended calendars.

**Reason:**
QUERY failed. Could not create a new calendar ID.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10518**

Failed to modify extended calendars, calendar does not exist.

**Reason:**
Attempted to modify an extended calendar that does not exist.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10520**

Syntax error in extended calendar {0}.

**Reason:**
The condition field has a syntax error. The extended calendar will generate no dates.

**Action:**
Correct the condition field in the extended calendar.
CAUAJM_E_10521

Invalid keyword in extended calendar {0}.

Reason:
The condition field has an invalid keyword. The extended calendar might generate incorrect dates.

Action:
Correct the condition field in the extended calendar.

CAUAJM_E_10523

Can not delete a regular calendar.

Reason:
Attempted to delete a regular calendar when trying to delete extended calendar.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10524

Failed to check existence of cycle.

Reason:
QUERY failed. Can not check existence of cycle.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10525

Cannot Insert Cycle, periods overlap.

Reason:
Cycle has overlapping periods.

Action:
Enter periods for the cycle that do not overlap.
CAU AJM E_10526

Failed to modify cycle, cycle does not exist.

Reason:
Attempting to modify a cycle that does not exist.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAU AJM E_10527

Timed out waiting for response from the CA Workload Automation AE Application Server.

Reason:
Application server may not be reachable.

Action:
Make sure the application server is running and the node it is on is available.

CAU AJM E_10528

Timed out waiting for response from the {0} Agent: [{1}:{2,number,1}]

Reason:
Agent may not be reachable.

Action:
Make sure the agent is running and the node it is on is available.

CAU AJM E_10529

Application Server request timed out. Please refer to the Listener Agent log file entry for host [{0}] and instance {1}.

Reason:
The Application Server request timed out. The Application server may not be reachable.

Action:
Please refer to the Listener Agent log file entry for given host and given instance.
CAUAJM_E_10530

The Agent communication port has not been configured. Returning {0}

Reason:
The communication port for the Agent component has not been configured. Returning FAILURE.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10531

Application Server request failed. Please refer to the Listener Agent log file entry for host [{0}]

Reason:
The Application Server request failed. The Application server may not be reachable or invalid blob API request.

Action:
Please refer to the Listener Agent log file entry for given host and given instance.

CAUAJM_E_10532

Unable to communicate with machine <{0}> because the agent does not support data encryption.

Reason:
Unable to communicate with the specified machine because the agent does not support data encryption.

Action:
Communications with a legacy agent cannot be encrypted. Turn off encryption in the instance.
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**CAUAJM_E_10536**

CA Workload Automation AE Agent remote authentication! ERROR: {0}

**Reason:**
Agent remote authentication error.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10537**

CA Workload Automation AE Agent owner not Job owner! ERROR: {0}

**Reason:**
Agent owner is not the Job owner.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10538**

CA Workload Automation AE Agent could not locate service owner! ERROR: {0}

**Reason:**
The agent could not locate the service owner.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10539**

CA Workload Automation AE Agent unable to log in owner! ERROR: {0}

**Reason:**
The Agent is unable to log in owner.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10540

Owner User/Password error due to: {0}

Reason:
Owner User/Password error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10541

Permission ERROR: {0}

Reason:
Permission error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10542

Remote authentication ERROR: {0}

Reason:
Remote authentication error.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10543

VERSION Control Error: {0}

Reason:
Version control error.

Action:
Required action unknown.
**CAUAJM_E_10560**

Unable to chdir to \{0\}: \{1\}

**Reason:**
The environment is not set or the directory is unavailable.

**Action:**
Correct the problem and try again.

**CAUAJM_E_10561**

Unable to set uid: \{0\}

**Reason:**
The out directory is not available or you may not set uid.

**Action:**
Correct the problem and try again.

**CAUAJM_E_10562**

Unable to write in \{0\}: \{1\}

**Reason:**
The directory does not exist or you do not have the appropriate permission.

**Action:**
Correct the problem and try again.

**CAUAJM_E_10563**

Unable to fork:

**Reason:**
Possible memory shortage.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10564

Unable to set sid:

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10565

Unable to query {0}:

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10566

Bad stdin file descriptor {0}:

Reason:
Unable to open /dev/null for reading.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10567

Bad stdout file descriptor {0}:

Reason:
Unable to open /dev/null for writing.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10568

Bad stderr file descriptor {0}:

Reason:
Unable to duplicate stdout.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10569

Global Blob: {0} does not exist

Reason:
Specified Global Blob does not exist.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10570

CONDITION ERROR: Unbalanced double-quotes in logical expression \"{0}\".

Reason:
Unbalanced double-quotes in logical expression.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10571

CONDITION ERROR: Invalid backslash at the end of logical expression \"{0}\".

Reason:
Invalid backslash at the end of logical expression logical expression.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10600

Could not check existence of calendar.

Reason:
Query failed. Count not check existence of calendar.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10601

Cannot insert calendar {0}, calendar name already exists.

Reason:
Query failed. Calendar name is already in use.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10602

Failed to insert {0} into {1} calendar.

Reason:
The query failed. An error occurred inserting a new calendar date.

Action:
Enter a valid date.

CAUAJM_E_10603

Failed to modify calendars, calendar does not exist.

Reason:
Cannot modify a calendar that does not exist.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUJM_E_10604

Failed to check existence of standard calendars.

Reason:
The query failed. Could not check existence of standard calendars.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10612

Error retrieving uninotify row for joid {0}.

Reason:
An error occurred retrieving the uninotify row for the joid.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10618

Failed to uncompress incoming response buffer. Error code [{0}].

Reason:
Internal zlib decompression algorithm failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10619

Return values from dual database writes disagree. Databases may no longer be synchronized.

Reason:

Action:
Shut down and resynchronize the databases.
CAUAJM_E_10620

Return values from dual database writes disagree. Databases may no longer be synchronized.

Reason:

Action:
Shutdown and resynchronize databases.

CAUAJM_E_10622

Cannot Insert Cycle, cycle name already exists

Reason:
The cycle name is already in use.

Action:
Enter a new cycle.

CAUAJM_E_10629

Failed to get next run_num.

Reason:
The database query failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10637

Could not create the notify call: "{0}". Error code: {1}

Reason:
Failed to create child.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10638

Could not execute the notify call: '{0}'

Reason:
Call to system() failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10639

Could not find SystemRoot variable.

Reason:
The SystemRoot environment variable is not defined.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10641

Failure mallocing space for {0}

Reason:
The system memory has been exhausted.

Action:
Reduce the memory load on the system.

CAUAJM_E_10642

Notify could not open Window Station '{0}'

Reason:
Could not open Window Station.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10644

Could not execute the notify call = {0}

Reason:
Failed on WaitForSingleObject().

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10645

Could not mark the database: {0} in single server mode. Cannot complete rollover.

Reason:
The attempt to update the database as single server mode failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10646

Failed to update configuration information regarding rollover.

Reason:
Failed to update the configuration information regarding rollover.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10649

Server {0} was not available during connection operation.

Reason:
Unable to connect to the server.

Action:
Check database name and connectivity and try again.
**CAUAJM_E_10650**

Unable to mark the database mode.

**Reason:**
The update to the ujo_alamode table failed.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10651**

Failed to determine what mode the database is in.

**Reason:**
The query to retrieve the DB mode from ujo_alamode failed.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10652**

Configuration indicates that the system is in dual server mode but the database indicates otherwise.

**Reason:**
Configuration and ujo_alamode disagree as to whether the system is in dual server mode.

**Action:**
Inspect configuration. If it is set correctly, restart the primary scheduler to reset the database mode.
CAUAJM_E_10653

Configuration indicates that the system is in single server mode but the database indicates otherwise.

Reason:
Configuration and ujo_alamode disagree as to whether the system is in dual server mode.

Action:
Inspect configuration. If it is set correctly, restart the primary scheduler to reset the database mode.

CAUAJM_E_10656

The database <{0}> has encountered a critical error. Please contact the database administrator.

Reason:
The database has encountered a critical error. Please contact the database administrator.

Action:
Recover the database and restart the system.

CAUAJM_E_10657

Failed to update DBAccess information.

Reason:
Failed to update DBAccess information.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10658

Cannot insert External Instance: {0} because it already exists.

Reason:
Cannot insert External Instance as it is already defined to the database.

Action:
Change the External Instance name to INSERT or use the UPDATE attribute to update the External Instance.

CAUAJM_E_10660

ERROR: Could not INSERT to ujo_asext_config for External Instance : {0}!!!

Reason:
Could not INSERT to ujo_asext_config.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUJM_E_10661

Only "{0}" agents support this operation.

Reason:
Only zos agents support this operation type.

Action:
Correct the input parameters and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_10662

Cannot delete External Instance: {0} because it does not exist.

Reason:
Cannot delete External Instance as it does not exist in the database.

Action:
Change the External Instance name to update or use the INSERT attribute to insert the External Instance.
**CAUAJM_E_10663**

Cannot update External Instance: {0} because it does not exist.

**Reason:**
Cannot update External Instance as it does not exist in the database.

**Action:**
Change the External Instance name to update or use the INSERT attribute to insert the External Instance.

**CAUAJM_E_10664**

Error retrieving AFM information from the database.

**Reason:**
An error occurred retrieving AFM information from the database.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10665**

Agents of machine type {0} do not support this operation.

**Reason:**
Agents of the specified machine type do not support this operation.

**Action:**
The Agent does not support the requested operation.

**CAUAJM_E_10666**

Error retrieving machine information from the database.

**Reason:**
An error occurred retrieving machine information from the database.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10668

Unable to determine the file name of the requested log.

Reason:
The database query failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10669

Unable to determine the node that has the requested log.

Reason:
The database query failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10670

Error retrieving remote agent directory.

Reason:
The database query failed.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10671

Error retrieving job output {0}:

Reason:
An error occurred retrieving job output blob/glob.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10672

Input field contains illegal apostrophe.

Reason:
Client input error.

Action:
Remove the apostrophe and retry.

CAUAJM_E_10673

The requested server operation failed. Operation ID = {0}.

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10674

The requested server operation failed because the requester has insufficient privileges. Operation ID = {0}.

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10675

The requested server operation failed due to external validation failure. Operation ID = {0}.

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10676

The requested server operation failed because one of the specified fields was invalid. Operation ID = \{0\}.

**Reason:**
Reason unknown.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10677

The requested server operation failed because required attributes were not specified. Operation ID = \{0\}.

**Reason:**
Reason unknown.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10678

The requested server operation failed because specified attributes were invalid. Operation ID = \{0\}.

**Reason:**
Reason unknown.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10679

The requested server operation failed because specified filter fields were invalid. Operation ID = \{0\}.

**Reason:**
Reason unknown.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10680

The requested server operation failed because the specified object does not exist. Operation ID = {0}.

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10681

The requested calendar <{0}> does not exist.

Reason:
The calendar has not previously been defined.

Action:
Create the calendar, or change the name of the requested calendar.

CAUAJM_E_10682

Requested log file for the specified job could not be found.

Reason:
Requested log file for the specified job could not be found.

Action:
Pick a job that creates job logs.

CAUAJM_E_10683

CONDITION ERROR: External instance name <{0}> is not defined

Reason:
The external instance name is currently not defined to CA Workload Automation AE.

Action:
Define the external instance through JIL.
CAUAJM_E_10684

Unable to establish a network connection to [0]:[1].

Reason:
Network failure or specified host is bad.

Action:
correct the host name or network failure.

CAUAJM_E_10685

Specified filter is invalid.

Reason:
The generated where clause is empty.

Action:
Change the filter.

CAUAJM_E_10687

The specified binary object is too large.

Reason:
The binary object is too large.

Action:
Make the binary object smaller or adjust the MaxBlobSize configuration parameter.

CAUAJM_E_10689

The time interval type is invalid.

Reason:
The specified type is invalid.

Action:
Change the type and re-run the API.
CAUAJM_E_10690

No statistics fields were specified.

Reason:
No statistics were included in the request.

Action:
Add statistics to the request and re-run the API.

CAUAJM_E_10691

At least one of the statistics fields supplied was invalid.

Reason:
The specified statistic is invalid.

Action:
Change and re-run the API.

CAUAJM_E_10692

The requested server operation failed to complete within the expiration time of <number> seconds. Operation ID = <request number>.

Reason:
The requested server operation failed to complete within the expiration time.

Action:
Set a higher value for the MaxExpirationSeconds attribute of the request.

CAUJM_E_10694

Required parameters missing for {0} log retrieval.

Reason:
The input command requires additional parameters to retrieve log files from thezos platform.

Action:
Input the missing parameters and resubmit the request.
**CAUAJM_E_10715**

Library loaded does not contain the AUTOEXTVJ.ValidateJob function.

**Reason:**
Invalid custom validation library.

**Action:**
Customer must rebuild the custom validation library so it includes AUTOEXTVJ.ValidateJob function.

**CAUAJM_E_10716**

All custom job validations will fail.

**Reason:**
The job failed custom validation.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10718**

AUTOEXTVJ Error:

**Reason:**
The job failed custom validation.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10725**

Failed to construct an AFM string to start job <{0}>.

**Reason:**
Failed to construct an AFM string to start job <{0}>.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10728

Failed to process an incoming AFM string: {0}.

Reason:
Failed to process an incoming AFM string.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10780

The {0} value for {1} must be {2} bytes in length.

Reason:
The value's length is incorrect.

Action:
Machine definition is not saved.

CAUAJM_E_10781

Attribute {0} must be between {1} and {2}.

Reason:
The value is outside the acceptable range.

Action:
Machine definition is not saved.

CAUAJM_E_10785

Attribute {0} must be between {1} and {2}.

Reason:
The value is outside the acceptable range.

Action:
Machine definition is not saved.
CAUJM_E_10786

Attribute {0} must be greater than or equal to {1}.

Reason:
The value is outside the acceptable range.

Action:
Machine definition is not saved.

CAUJM_E_10787

Attribute {0} unsupported for machine type "{1}".

Reason:
An attribute was specified that is unsupported for the machine type.

Action:
Machine definition is not saved.

CAUJM_E_10802

must_start/must_complete Hours (HH) cannot be greater than 71.

Reason:
Hours (HH) cannot be greater than 71.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUJM_E_10873

Unable to update resource <{0}> at machine <{1}>. Reason: {2}.

Reason:
Unable to Insert/Update/Delete Resource.

Action:
Required action is not known.
CAUJM_E_10874

Unable to delete global resource <res>. Reason: Global resource does not exist.

Reason:
This message may occur for one of the following reasons:
- The resource name specified on the jil update_resource or delete_resource name is misspelled.
- The resource is not a global resource whereas a machine should have been specified to qualify the resource being deleted.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUJM_E_10875

Unable to {0} resource <{1}> at machine <{2}>. Reason: {3}.

Reason:
Unable to Insert/Update/Delete Resource.

Action:
Required action is not known.

CAUJM_E_10876

Unable to update resource <{0}>. Reason: {1}.

Reason:
This message may occur for one of the following reasons:
- The resource name specified on the jil update_resource or delete_resource name is misspelled.
- The resource is not a global resource whereas a machine should have been specified to qualify the resource being deleted.

Action:
Required action is not known.
**CAUAJM_E_10877**

Unable to update resource {0}. Reason: {1}.

**Reason:**
Unable to Insert/Update/Delete Resource.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10878**

Unable to {0} resource dependency {1}. Reason: {2}.

**Reason:**
Unable to Insert/Update/Delete Resource dependency.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10879**

Unable to read resource id {0}. Reason: Resource does not exist, inconsistent resource data..

**Reason:**
Unable to read Resource.

**Action:**
Required action unknown.

**CAUAJM_E_10880**

Error encountered while reading timezones. Reverting to gmt timezone.

**Reason:**
Potential corruption of cfg file.

**Action:**
Check the cfg file to verify timezone definitions.
CAUAJM_E_10881

Failed to enable core file: {0}.

Reason:
Reason unknown.

Action:
Required action is unknown.

CAUAJM_E_10882

Maximum number of {0} exceeded

Reason:
Too many subtype parameters have been specified.

Action:
Specify the correct number of parameters.

CAUAJM_E_10885

Job {0} cannot be updated while consuming resources.

Reason:
Job cannot be updated while consuming resources.

Action:
Wait for the job to complete and manually free the resources if necessary to update the job.

CAUAJM_E_10904

ERROR: Unable to delete {0} table for Job:{1}{2}{3}

Reason:
Unable to delete ext_job table for job.

Action:
Required action unknown.
CAUAJM_E_10905

Please run the \{0\} \{1\} database scripts to synchronize data from event server \{2\} to \{3\}.

**Reason:**
Please run the CA WAAE BCP database scripts to synchronize data from one event server to the other.

**Action:**
Execute the BCP database scripts and restart the Scheduler.

CAUAJM_E_10906

Detected critical dual event synchronization deadlock. Detailed information below. Shutting down.

**Reason:**
A critical dual event synchronization deadlock was detected. Detailed information below. Shutting down.

**Action:**
The Scheduler cannot reconcile events from both databases. A development fix is required.

CAUAJM_E_10911

The Local Settings Application Data directory is not accessible.

**Reason:**
The user credentials that you provided are either invalid or identify you as a user who is not authorized to access the directory.

**Action:**
Verify user permissions, log in as a user who is permitted to access the directory, and reissue the command.
**CAUAJM_E_10912**

The home directory does not exist or is not accessible.

**Reason:**
The user credentials that you provided are either invalid or identify you as a user who is not authorized to access the directory or whose HOME environment variable is not properly set.

**Action:**
Verify home directory assignments or HOME environment variable settings, log in as a user with the necessary permissions or environment variable settings, and reissue the command.

**CAUAJM_E_10920**

User authentication for <{0}> failed. Command aborted.

**Reason:**
Unable to authenticate using the supplied credentials.

**Action:**
Re-run the utility with valid credentials or contact your security administrator for assistance.

**CAUAJM_E_10921**


**Reason:**
Authentication credentials were not supplied, and the CA Workload Automation AE instance is running in a mode that requires all commands to authenticate.

**Action:**
Re-run the utility with valid credentials or contact your security administrator for assistance.
CAUAJM_E_10922

Unable to authenticate using cached credentials. Command aborted.

Reason:
Cached credentials are invalid.

Action:
Regenerate cached credentials using a valid user name and password combination and then re-issue the command, or contact your security administrator for assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10923

Unable to retrieve credentials from the external client authentication library. Command aborted.

Reason:
The external client authentication library is not installed, is invalid, or does not recognize you as a valid user.

Action:
Verify that a valid external client authentication library is installed and that your user is valid, and then re-issue the command, or contact your security administrator for assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10924

Unable to authenticate using the credentials obtained from the external client authentication library. Command aborted.

Reason:
The credentials obtained from the external client authentication library are invalid.

Action:
Verify that a valid external client authentication library is installed and that your user is valid, and then re-issue the command, or contact your security administrator for assistance.
CAUAJM_E_10925

The external authentication library is missing symbol <{0}>.

Reason:
The definition for the specified function is missing from the external authentication library code.

Action:
Add a definition for the specified function to the external authentication library code and then recompile, test, and re-install the library, or contact your security administrator for assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10926

Caught an exception in external authentication library function {0}: <{1}>

Reason:
The operating system raised an exception while executing the external authentication library code due to a programming error.

Action:
Troubleshoot the programming error, recompile, and test the external authentication library code and then re-install the library, or contact your security administrator for assistance.

CAUAJM_E_10927

Unable to authenticate using the artifact. Command aborted.

Reason:
The artifact is invalid.

Action:
Generate a new artifact and then re-issue the command, or contact your security administrator for assistance.
CAUAJM_E_10930

Encryption error. File <{0}> cannot be written.

Reason:
Cached credential file data is corrupt.

Action:
Re-issue the command. If encryption failures continue, contact technical support.

CAUAJM_E_10931

Decryption error. Unable to read file <{0}>.

Reason:
Cached credential file data is corrupt.

Action:
Regenerate the cached credentials and then re-issue the command. If decryption failures continue, contact technical support.

CAUAJM_E_10932

Time out error. Cannot unlock file <{0}>.

Reason:
The file is locked because another active client utility is using it.

Action:
Manually terminate other client utility processes that are in a running, hung, or deadlocked state and then re-issue the command.
**CAUJM_E_10933**

File system error. Unable to acquire a lock for file `{0}`.

**Reason:**
The file does not exist, the permissions for the file are not set correctly, or some other unspecified file system or operating system error prevents the utility from acquiring a lock.

**Action:**
Verify that the file exists and that the file permissions are set correctly, review any other error messages and take appropriate necessary corrective action, then re-issue the command.

**CAUJM_E_10934**

File system error. Unable to open file `{0}`.

**Reason:**
The permissions for the file are not set properly, or some other unspecified file system or operating system error prevents the utility from opening the file.

**Action:**
Verify that the file permissions are set correctly, review any other error messages and take necessary corrective action, then re-issue the command.

**CAUJM_E_10935**

File system error. Unable to write file `{0}`.

**Reason:**
You do not have write permissions, or some other unspecified file system or operating system error is preventing the utility from creating the file.

**Action:**
Verify your permissions, review any other error messages and take necessary corrective action, then re-issue the command.
CAUAJM_E_10936

File system error. Unable to read file <{0}>.

Reason:
The file does not exist, you do not have read access to it, or some other unspecified file system or operating system error is making the file unreadable.

Action:
Verify that the file exists and that you have read access to it, review other error messages and take necessary corrective action, then re-issue the command.

CAUAJM_E_10937

File system error. Unable to delete file <{0}>.

Reason:
You do not have permission to delete the file, or some other unspecified file system or operating system error is preventing the utility from deleting the file.

Action:
Verify your permissions, review any other error messages and take necessary corrective action, then re-issue the command.

CAUAJM_E_10938

Invalid file permissions. Only the owner may read or write file <{0}>.

Reason:
Users other than the owner have read or write access to cached credentials file.

Action:
Regenerate the cached credentials and then re-issue the command. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

CAUAJM_E_18000

Database function call <{0}> failed in <{1}> with return code: {2}

Reason:
Sybase Database specific error from ct_library.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.
CAUAJM_E_18001

Rollback for Insert/Delete of blob failed with return code: {0}

Reason:
Failed to rollback transaction.

Action:
Contact CA Support to get information about rolling back blob insert manually.

CAUAJM_E_18002

Stored Procedure execution returned a failure: {0}

Reason:
Stored procedure returned non-zero value referring to an error.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_18003

Failed to insert Blob/Glob

Reason:
Failed to insert the blob insert query with null\'s for Blob field.

Action:
Previous errors may have some information about the failure, otherwise, Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance with complete list of errors displayed in the log.

CAUAJM_E_18004

Failed to retrieve the global variables to update the blob fields.

Reason:
The query selecting the global variables failed.

Action:
Earlier messages (in the log) will have more information about the problem.
CAUAJM_E_18005

Bind failed for <{0}> of <{1}>.

Reason:
Bind failed for a column of IODescriptor. This could be a result of some other process trying to access the global variables.

Action:
Re-executing the query may resolve the problem.

CAUAJM_E_18006

next_row call failed for IO Descriptor in Blob implementation.

Reason:
Failed to fetch the next row from the database.

Action:
Next messages in the log should give additional information about the problem.

CAUAJM_E_18007

Failed to update the Blob Global Variable.

Reason:
Failed to update the Blob Global Variable.

Action:
Check if global variables are updated by another process. Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_18008

Unknown type passed for binding.

Reason:
ct_bind of ct_library failed.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.
CAUJM_E_18009

nextRow failed to retrieve next record from database.

Reason:
Failed to fetch the next row from the database. Something unexpected happened.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUJM_E_18010

Database function call ct.diag client msg initialization failed

Reason:
ct.diag of ct_library failed.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUJM_E_18011

Database function ct.diag server msg initialization failed

Reason:
ct.diag of ct_library failed.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUJM_E_18012

Event Server: {0} Failed Stored Procedure: {1}

Reason:
An error from Sybase DMI occurred while executing the stored procedure.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.
**CAUAJM_E_18013**

Event Server: {0} Failed Query: {1}

Reason:
An error from Sybase DMI occurred while executing the query.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_E_18014**

OS error: {0}

Reason:
An error was received from Sybase DMI.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_E_18015**

Client message: Message number: layer {{0}}, Origin {{1}}, text {{2}}, SEVERITY = {{3}}, NUMBER = {{4}}

Reason:
An error was received from Sybase DMI.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_E_18016**

Server: {0}

Reason:
An error was received from Sybase DMI.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.
CAUAJM_E_18017

Procedure: {0}

Reason:
An error was received from Sybase DMI.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_18018

Server message: Message number({0}), Severity({1}), State({2}), Line({3}), Message String: {4}

Reason:
An error was received from Sybase DMI.

Action:
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

CAUAJM_E_18019

Failed to retrieve size of input Blob/Glob.

Reason:
Failed to retrieve size of input Blob/Glob.

Action:
Check if Blob/Glob has data. The Blob file might be empty.

CAUAJM_E_18020

Failed to retrieve bits of input blob.

Reason:
Failed to retrieve bits of input blob.

Action:
Check if the input blob has valid data.
**CAUAJM_E_18412**

The database client has been interrupted while query execution is in progress.

**Reason:**
The database client was interrupted while executing a query.

**Action:**
No action required.

**CAUAJM_E_18416**

Event Server: {0}  Failed Query: {1}

**Reason:**
Database error.

**Action:**
Contact your database administrator.

**CAUAJM_E_18607**

Event Server: {0}  Failed Stored Procedure: {1}

**Reason:**
An error was received from ODBC DMI while executing the stored procedure.

**Action:**
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

**CAUAJM_E_18611**

Event Server: {0}  Failed Query: {1}

**Reason:**
An error was received from ODBC DMI while executing the query.

**Action:**
Contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.
CAUAJM_E_18803

Database operation to modify machine <{0}> could not complete due to an internal error.

Reason:
The ujo_put_machine stored procedure experienced an internal error.

Action:
Contact CA Support.

CAUAJM_E_18911

Database query execution could not complete due to an internal error.

Reason:
The database experienced an internal error while processing a query.

Action:
Contact CA Support.

CAUAJM_E_18912

Database operation to fetch query results could not complete due to an internal error.

Reason:
The database experienced an internal error while fetching query results.

Action:
Contact CA Support.

CAUAJM_E_18914

Invalid syntax "{0}" for subtype keyword "{1}". Syntax of subtype: {2}

Reason:
An invalid syntax was specified for subtype keyword.

Action:
Object definition is not saved.
CAUJM_E_18946

Database operation to modify job \{0\} could not complete due to an internal error.

Reason:
The ujo_put_job stored procedure experienced an internal error.

Action:
Contact CA Support.

CAUJM_E_18964

The value \"\{0\}\" for JIL keyword \"\{1\}\" must begin with \"\{2\}\"

Reason:
The keyword value must begin with the specified value.

Action:
Modify the keyword value as specified and define the job.

CAUJM_E_19028

Job \{0\} could not be modified properly due to a database failure. The job definition is in an unknown state.

Reason:
The specified job could not be modified properly due to a database failure.

Action:
Check the connectivity to the database and inspect the job definition. You may have to delete and redefine the job.

CAUJM_E_19042

Invalid JIL keyword value \"\{0\}\" for keyword \"\{1\}\". An email address can be up to 254 characters.

Reason:
One of the email address is greater than 254 characters.

Action:
Re-enter the correct email address.
**CAUAJM_E_19046**

Error for {0}: {1} < {2} subtype keyword {3} exceeds {4} bytes.>

Reason:
The specified subtype keyword value is too long.

Action:
Job definition is NOT saved.

**CAUAJM_E_19047**

Invalid JIL keyword value "{0}" for keyword "{1}". It contains one or more unpaired delimiters.

Reason:
The attribute value is missing or contains an extraneous delimiter.

Action:
Specify the corresponding delimiter. Prefix any embedded delimiters with an escape character.

**CAUAJM_E_30034**

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}][{3}] is not reachable. API ID [{4}] execution terminated. Total time: {5} seconds.

Reason:
The application server was unable to send all responses back to the SDK client.

Action:
Review previous messages for an indication of errors. Also, verify that the SDK client remains active until all responses are received.
CAUAJM_E_30035

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}] is not reachable. Session aborting...

Reason:
The application server was unable to complete the session information exchange with the SDK client.

Action:
Review previous messages for an indication of errors. Also, verify that the SDK client remains active until all responses are received.

CAUAJM_E_30037

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}] is not reachable. API ID [{3}] execution cancelled.

Reason:
Hostname of the SDK client is invalid or unreachable over the network.

Action:
Verify that the hostname can be resolved into an IP address and is pingable.

CAUAJM_E_30040

Client [{0}][{1}][{2}] is not reachable. Authentication request type [{3}] terminated. Total time: {4} seconds.

Reason:
The application server was unable to send all responses back to the SDK client.

Action:
Review previous messages for an indication of errors. Also, verify that the SDK client remains active until you receive all responses.

CAUAJM_E_40374

The scheduler log is unavailable because the scheduler is not running.

Reason:
Communication to the scheduler failed.

Action:
Start the scheduler and repeat the request.
CAUAJM_E_50153

Receiving information from the agent.

Reason:
An error was encountered while receiving information from the agent.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_50169

The index pointed to a zero "joid": chase[0].joid = 0. chase_string={1}

Reason:
An error was encountered while receiving information from the agent.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_50170

The index for {0} pointed to a zero "joid": chase[1].joid = 0. chase_string={2}

Reason:
An error was encountered while receiving information from the agent.

Action:
Required action unknown.

CAUAJM_E_50281

AutoPing from the Scheduler WAS NOT SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:
The scheduler fails to contact the agent when you issue the autoping command.

Action:
Verify that the agent is running and that there is network connectivity between the scheduler and the agent, and then reissue the command.
CAUAJM_E_50281

AutoPing from the Application Server WAS NOT SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:
The application server fails to contact the agent when you issue the autoping command.

Action:
Verify that the agent is running and that there is network connectivity between the application server and the agent, and then reissue the command.

CAUAJM_E_50290

Manual intervention is required.

Reason:
Manual intervention is required to recover from the previous error.

Action:
See the message displayed before this one for details.

CAUAJM_E_50292

The agent is not running, but the job is running on machine = {0}

Reason:
The agent is not running, but the job is running on the machine.

Action:
Manual intervention is required.

CAUAJM_E_50293

File watcher is in {0} state, but the agent is not available on machine: {1}

Reason:
File watcher is in RUNNING state, but the agent is not available on the machine.

Action:
Manual intervention is required.
CAUAJM_E_50294

Job is in {0} state, but both the agent and the user process are not running on machine: {1}

Reason:
File watcher job is in RUNNING state, but both the agent and the user process are not running on the machine.

Action:
Manual intervention is required.

CAUAJM_E_50295

Could not connect to machine: {0}. The machine or the network must be down.

Reason:
Could not connect to the machine. The machine or the network must be down.

Action:
Manual intervention is required.

CAUAJM_E_50296

Error in finding the actual state of the job: {0} on machine = {1}

Reason:
Could not get information about the actual state of the specified job on the specified machine.

Action:
Inspect the agent log files to determine the state of the job.

CAUAJM_E_60156

{0} cached credentials are unreadable.

Reason:
The home directory or Local Settings Application Data directory permissions do not authorize you to read cached credentials.

Action:
Check file and directory permissions in the user’s home directory or Local Settings Application Data directory.
**CAUAJM_E_60163**

Invalid format specified for the credential timeout. Missing day or hour specification.

**Reason:**
The credential timeout value has been incorrectly formatted.

**Action:**
Enter a valid credential timeout and resubmit the request.

**CAUAJM_E_60165**

Invalid format specified for the credential timeout. Day specification is not numeric.

**Reason:**
The credential timeout value has been incorrectly formatted.

**Action:**
Enter a valid credential timeout and resubmit the request.

**CAUAJM_E_60166**

Invalid format specified for the credential timeout. Hour specification is not numeric.

**Reason:**
The credential timeout value has been incorrectly formatted.

**Action:**
Enter a valid credential timeout and resubmit the request.

**CAUAJM_E_60167**

Invalid format specified for the credential timeout. Day and hour specification cannot be zero.

**Reason:**
The credential timeout value has been incorrectly formatted.

**Action:**
Enter a valid credential timeout and resubmit the request.
CAUAJM_E_60168
Invalid format specified for the credential timeout. Day specification is invalid.

Reason:
The credential timeout value has been incorrectly formatted.

Action:
Enter a valid credential timeout and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_60169
Invalid format specified for the credential timeout. Hour specification is invalid.

Reason:
The credential timeout value has been incorrectly formatted.

Action:
Enter a valid credential timeout and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_60172
{0} cached credentials are not deleted.

Reason:
The home directory or local application directory permissions do not authorize you to delete cached credentials.

Action:
Verify the home directory or local application data directory permissions, log in as a user who is authorized to delete cached credentials, and re-issue the command.

CAUAJM_E_60291
{0} credentials are not cached.

Reason:
The home directory or local application directory permissions do not authorize you to generate cached credentials.

Action:
Verify the home directory or local application data directory permissions, log in as a user who is authorized to delete cached credentials, and re-issue the command.
CAUAJM_E_60346

An invalid option combination has been specified. Options {0} and {1} are mutually exclusive.

Reason:
The specified options are mutually exclusive.

Action:
Remove one of the options from the command and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_60360

Unable to authenticate when an empty value is specified for the user name. Command aborted.

Reason:
Authentication completes only when a valid user name and password combination is specified.

Action:
Specify a valid user name when you re-issue the command.

CAUAJM_E_70000

Environment variable {0} not found

Reason:
Could not get the environment variable from the system environment.

Action:
The application must run from a CA Workload Automation AE environment.

CAUAJM_E_70001

Environment variable {0} access not authorized

Reason:
Access is denied to the environment variable.

Action:
The application needs access to the environment variable.
CAUAJM_E_70002

Configuration file {0} not found

Reason:
Configuration file is not found in the specified AUTOSYS environment location.

Action:
The application needs access to the configuration file.

CAUAJM_E_70003

IOException encountered with the configuration file {0}. Message: {1}

Reason:
IOException encountered with the configuration file.

Action:
Review the log file for the IOException and take the necessary action.

CAUAJM_E_71000

Security initialization failure, cannot allocate SafeContext

Reason:
Problem initializing CA EEM

Action:
Verify the configuration settings in the eiam.config, web.xml, and server.xml files.

CAUAJM_E_71001

Security initialization failure, cannot allocate security provider {0}

Reason:
Problem initializing the security provider

Action:
Verify the configuration settings in the eiam.config, web.xml, and server.xml files.
CAUAJM_E_71002

Security provider not initialized

Reason:
The security provider is not initialized.

Action:
Verify the configuration settings in the eiam.config, web.xml, and server.xml files.

CAUAJM_E_71003

Failed to dynamically register the RSA Crypto-J JCE provider

Reason:
Failed to dynamically register the RSA Crypto-J JCE provider.

Action:
Verify the JAAS configuration.

CAUAJM_E_71004

Invalid encryption provider

Reason:
Invalid encryption provider.

Action:
Ensure that the Crypto-J jar file is present.

CAUAJM_E_71005

Invalid encryption algorithm

Reason:
Invalid encryption algorithm.

Action:
Ensure that the Crypto-J jar file is present.
CAUAJM_E_71006

Invalid encryption key specification

Reason:
Invalid encryption key specification.

Action:
Ensure that the Crypto-J jar file is present.

CAUAJM_E_71007

Error decrypting password

Reason:
Error decrypting password.

Action:
Ensure that the Crypto-J jar file is present.

CAUAJM_E_71008

Error authorizing identity

Reason:
Error authorizing identity.

Action:
Verify the CA EEM configuration settings.

CAUAJM_E_71009

Missing PEM certificate

Reason:
Missing PEM certificate.

Action:
Verify the CA EEM PEM certificate.
CAUAJM_E_71010

Missing key file

Reason:
Missing key file.

Action:
Verify the CA EEM key file.

CAUAJM_E_84900

Not Implemented

Reason:
The web service method is not implemented.

Action:
Contact CA Support.

CAUAJM_E_84901

{0} is not set in the {1} file

Reason:
Required configuration parameter is not found in the configuration file.

Action:
Add the required parameter to the configuration file.

CAUAJM_E_84902

Required parameter <{0}> was not provided

Reason:
The specified server name is omitted or blank.

Action:
Specify a valid server name and resubmit the request.
**CAUAJM_E_84903**

**Configuration parameter {0} value <{1}> is invalid**

**Reason:**
The specified parameter value is invalid.

**Action:**
Specify a valid parameter value and resubmit the request.

**CAUAJM_E_84904**

**Timed out waiting for response from the application server**

**Reason:**
The application server did not respond in a timely manner.

**Action:**
Retry the request. If the problem persists, review the application server environment utilization and log files.

**CAUAJM_E_84905**

**The event name is not valid**

**Reason:**
The specified event name is not valid.

**Action:**
Specify a valid event name for the web service.

**CAUAJM_E_84906**

**The time of the event must be in the format of MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM AM/PM or MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM AM/PM TZ**

**Reason:**
The time of the event must be in the format of MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM AM/PM or MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM AM/PM TZ.

**Action:**
Specify the time in the correct format for the web service.
CAUAJM_E_84907

**The signal is not valid**

**Reason:**
The specified signal is not valid.

**Action:**
Specify a valid signal for the web service.

CAUAJM_E_84908

**The job status is not valid**

**Reason:**
The specified job status is not valid.

**Action:**
Specify a valid job status for the web service.

CAUAJM_E_84909

**An internal error '{0}' occurred. Check the log for further information**

**Reason:**
An internal error occurred.

**Action:**
Check the web services log for further information.

CAUAJM_E_84910

**Authentication of user {0} failed**

**Reason:**
The credentials provided could not be validated.

**Action:**
Correct the credentials and retry the request.
CAUAJM_E_84911

Encryption key file <{0}> does not exist or is inaccessible

Reason:
The specified file cannot be read.

Action:
Specify an existing file with sufficient read privileges.

CAUAJM_E_84912

The job type is not valid

Reason:
The specified job type is not valid.

Action:
Specify a supported job type for the web service.

CAUAJM_E_84913

The `{0}` value `<{1}>` is not valid. Accepted values are: `{2}`

Reason:
The specified attribute value is not valid.

Action:
Specify a valid value for the specified attribute and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_84914

Application and group names are mutually exclusive with the job name

Reason:
Application and group names cannot be specified along with a job name.

Action:
Specify either the group and/or application name, or the job name in the send event request.
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CAUAJM_E_84915

No box job exists with the given name

Reason:
The specified box was not found.

Action:
Specify a different box name.

CAUAJM_E_84916

No job exists for the given box job

Reason:
No jobs were associated with the given box name.

Action:
Specify a different box name.

CAUAJM_E_84917

Calendar name required

Reason:
The calendar name is not specified in the request.

Action:
Specify a valid calendar name and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_84918

Calendar not found

Reason:
No calendar(s) is found that matches the specified criteria.

Action:
Specify a different calendar name or pattern.
CAUAJM_E_84919

Job not found

Reason:
No job(s) is found that matches the specified criteria.

Action:
Specify a different job name or pattern.

CAUAJM_E_84920

Job name required

Reason:
The job name is not specified in the request.

Action:
Specify a valid job name and resubmit the request.

CAUAJM_E_84921

The alarm is not valid

Reason:
The specified alarm is not valid.

Action:
Specify a supported alarm for the web service.